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Abstract 
 
The automotive industry is facing big challenges in meeting the future environmental 
demands. To be able to meet these demands reduced vehicle weight is an important part. A 
thorough investigation was made to better get an idea of which demands the automotive 
industry makes in the question of lightweight materials and how far they have come in the 
matter. 
 
This thesis work has been performed on behalf of Oxeon AB to investigate the future for 
carbon fiber thermoplastics in big scale production of structural details in the automotive 
industry. And also to see how the material can be improved and make implementation easier 
by changing the materials good properties in one direction to equal and good properties in 
two dimensions. This is made by randomly spreading small and thin tape pieces made from 
carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastics to form an “organo sheet”. The idea is that Oxeon AB 
shall make these “organo sheets” and then forward them to the automotive industry for 
pressing to final parts by adding heat and pressure. 
 
The most important part for this thesis work was to develop a method to spread out the 
pieces of carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic tape to get a material with good two 
dimensional properties. Different methods to achieve this were carried out and the results 
were then compared with simulations for randomized tape pieces.  
 
The randomized  tape pieces were then consolidated in a belt press to form an “organo 
sheet” and then plate pressed to form a material that simulated  the end product, this  to 
enable further evaluation of the mechanical properties. 
 
The results of both tests and simulations show that the randomization doesn’t solve the 
problem entirely because there will remain a slight difference between the two dimensions. 
The results of mechanical tests that were carried out shows that the plate pressed material 
have good prospects but enhancements are to be needed. 
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Sammanfattning 

 
Fordonsindustrin står inför stora utmaningar för att möta framtida miljökrav. För att nå dessa 
så är minskad fordonsvikt en viktig del. En grundlig undersökning gjordes därför för att få en 
bättre uppfattning om vilka krav fordonsindustrin ställer på dessa lättviktsmaterial och hur 
långt de kommit i frågan.  
 
Det här examensarbetet har utförts på uppdrag av Oxeon AB för att undersöka framtiden för 
kolfiberarmerad termoplast för storskalig produktion av strukturella detaljer inom 
fordonsindustrin. Samt att se hur detta materials förutsättningar kan förenklas/förbättras 
genom att omvandla materialets goda endimensionella egenskaper till så bra 
tvådimensionella egenskaper som möjligt. Detta genom att slumpmässigt fördela små tunna 
tejpbitar av termoplastarmerad kolfiber över en yta för att bilda ett så kallat ”organo sheet”. 
Tanken är att Oxeon AB ska tillverka detta ”organo sheet” och därefter skicka detta vidare till 
fordonsindustrin som pressar ”organo sheetet” till önskad detalj genom att tillföra värme och 
tryck.  
 
För det här projektet var den viktigare delen att ta fram en metod för att sprida de tunna 
kolfiberarmerade bitarna över en yta för att åstadkomma ett material med goda egenskaper i 
två dimensioner. Olika metoder för detta testades och resultaten jämfördes med simuleringar 
för slumpmässigt fördelade tunna bitar.  
 
De randomiserade tejpbitarna konsoliderades sedan i en bandpress till ett ”organo sheet och 
plattpressades sedan för att tillverka ett material som ska likna slutprodukten för vidare 
utvärdering av mekaniska egenskaper.  
 
Resultatet utifrån tester och simuleringar visade att slumpmässighet av tejpbitar inte löser 
problemet helt och hållet eftersom en viss skillnad av egenskaperna i de två dimensionerna 
kommer att kvarstå. Resultat av mekaniska prover som utförts visar att det plattpressade 
materalet har goda förutsättningar men förbättringar kommer att krävas. 
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Dictionary of abbreviations 

BOP: Bill of process 

BoPP: Biaxial oriented polypropylene 

CF: Carbon fiber 

CFRP: Carbon fiber reinforced plastic 

CFRTP: Carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic 

CFRTS: Carbon fiber reinforced thermoset 

GF: Glass fiber 

GFRP: Glass fiber reinforced plastic 

LCA: Life-cycle assessment 

LFRTP: Long fiber reinforced thermoplastic pellets 

MaPP: Maleic acid polypropylene  

OSB: Oriented strand board 

PA: Polyamide 

PC: Polycarbonate  

PE: Polyethylene  

PEEK: Poly Ether Ether Ketone 

PF: Phenol formaldehyde,  

PP: Polypropylene  

PPA: Polyphthalamide 

TP: Thermoplastic 

TPP: Thermoplastic polyester 

TS: Thermoset 

UD: Unidirectional 

VCC: Volvo Car Corporation 

WB: Wafer board  

Wt%: Weight percent  
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1 Background 

1.1 What is carbon fiber laminates 

Carbon fiber (CF) is a material consisting of fibers about 5-10 µm in diameter and composed 

mostly of carbon atoms. In the production of CF, carbon atoms are bounded together in 

crystals that are more or less aligned parallel to the long axis of the fiber. The crystal 

alignment gives the fiber high tensile strength and tensile stiffness. [40] 

CF tows are several thousand carbon fibers bundled together, it can be used by itself or 

woven in to a fabric. The tow and fabric is only stiff in the direction of the fibers, therefore CF 

is usually combined with other materials to form a composite to get better rigidity of the 

material. The matrix is usually a polymer resin and could be divided into two types of 

polymer, thermosets (TS) and thermoplastics (TP). [40] 

TS are a petrochemical material that irreversibly cures, the curing process transforms the 

resin into a plastic or rubber by a cross-linking process. Energy and/or catalysts are added to 

the material, it causes the molecular chains to react at chemically active sites linking into a 

rigid 3-D structure. The cross-linking process forms a molecule with a larger molecular 

weight, resulting in a material with a higher melting point. [40] 

A TP is a polymer that becomes pliable or moldable when it reaches a specific temperature 

and solidifies when cooled down. The polymer chains associate through intermolecular 

forces which weaken rapidly with increased temperature, yielding a viscous liquid. Therefore 

can TP be reshaped by heating. [40] 

The reinforcement will give the carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) its strength and rigidity. 

Unlike isotropic materials like steel and aluminum, CFRP has directional strength properties. 

The properties of CFRP depend on the layouts of the CF and the proportion of the CF in 

relation to the polymer. [40] 

Today’s industry usually use carbon fiber reinforced thermosets (CFRTS) because of its 

good properties and that they are easier to manufacture than carbon fiber reinforced 

thermoplastics (CFRTP) but CFRTP has lower cycle time which make it interesting for future 

mass fabrication. [40] 

 

1.2 Why future weight challenges in the automotive industry  

The European Union legislation sets mandatory emission reduction targets for new cars. The 

fleet emission average to be achieved by all new cars is 130 grams of CO2 per kilometer 

(g/km) by 2015 (an 18% reduction from 2007), 95g/km by 2021 (an 40% reduction from 

2007)[39]. Regulations in the works for the post-2021 era, promise even harder emission 

regulations. In terms of fuel consumption, the 2015 target is approximately equivalent to 5.6 

liters per 100 km (l/100 km) of petrol or 4.9 l/100 km of diesel. The 2021 target equates to 

approximately 4.1 l/100 km of petrol or 3.6 l/100 km of diesel. [26] 

Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards are used by the U.S. government to 

establish vehicle fuel efficiency standards for all cars and trucks sold into the U.S. The 

proposed 2017-2025 standard calls for a substantial increase in automotive fuel efficiency, 
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for example a passenger car sold in the U.S. will by year 2025 at least go 56 miles per gallon 

fuel (4.2 liter/100km). [26] 

Whether the automotive industry is trying to reduce emissions or improve fuel efficiency, one 

of the most effective strategies is weight reduction. 

2 Aim 
The aim of this thesis work is to investigate how CF composite structures can be made at a 

cost and manufacturing speed conducive to high volume automotive production. The 

benchmark in this work is to make CFRTP “organo sheets” made from short (7-100 mm) CF 

tapes to make the sheets easy to shape and to keep manufacturing time low. The automotive 

industry later heat up the “organo sheets”, shape them and cool it down. 

3 State of the art study 
Ideally, an automotive manufacturer prefers a true 60-second process, something the 

composites industry has been unable to promise. Particularly with regard to TS composites, 

which necessarily consume some time to crosslink sufficiently to cure. But composites 

proponents have always maintained that because tooling for composite molding can be built 

for a small fraction of the cost of metal-stamping molds, the part-per-minute expectation 

could be met by using multiple tools and presses. 

 

3.1 CFRP for mass production automotive industry 

BMW’s i3 is the first series-production car with a CFRP passenger cell and it entered the 

market late 2013 [3]. Before this, the automotive industry mostly used CF in nonstructural 

parts, one example is roofs of their top of the line sporty models, to save weight and lower 

center of mass. The McLaren F1 was the first car sanctioned for public roades, to use a 

complete CFRP monocoque chassis structure, McLaren F1 is a super sports car and was 

only made in 106 exemplars produced between 1992 and 1998. [4] 

To understand how much CF is needed for different applications some numbers is present 

below: 

 Each BMW i3 utilizes about 300 kg of CF to manufacture. [6]  

 Retail deliveries started in November 2013 and by September 30 2014, 11 676 BMW 

i3 have been sold. [7]  

 I.e. 3500 tons CF has been used to produce the BMW i3 sold before September 30 

2014. [8] 

 Annual Global Auto Sales: 2013: 82.8 million, 2012: 79.5 million, 2011: 76.7 million, 

2010: 73.2 million. [8] 

 Hypothetically, if every car made 2013 include as much CF as BMW i3, the vehicle 

industry would need 24.8 million tons of CF per year. [9] 

 In 2012, the global nameplate capacity of CF was 111 785 tons. [9] 

 In 2012 65 781 tons of actual CF was produced. [9] 

 Approx. 8,100 tons of CF were used in the aerospace & defense market segment in 

2012. [10] 
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The numbers above tells us a prerequisite for adapting CF into the vehicle industry is to 

increase the capacity of annually made CF. According to the hypothesis that all cars today 

would utilize 300 kg of CF like the BMW i3 the global capacity of making CF needs to 

increase with at least 250 times or 25 000%. All cars will never be made of CF but imagine 

how a few percent of new cars made of CF would increase CF market, so this is a very 

important point to solve if we want to increase CF use in automotive industry.  

 

Figure 1 The CFRP passenger cell of the BMW i3 [22] 

 

3.2 CFRP project with random fiber direction using short pieces of CF 

tape 

Lamborghini have been using CFRP in all their cars since 1990, the super sports car maker 

have radically changed its design and production in the past five years. Evolving from 

autoclave-cured prepreg parts attached to a metal space frame to an out-of-autoclave CFRP 

monocoque. With this new technique they increased their monocoque production rate from 

100 units per year to 1,000 units per year. Also they have reduced car weight and tailpipe 

emissions by 40 percent, and improved power-to-weight ratio from 2.6 kg/hp to 1.7 kg/hp. 

First model with this next generation design was the Aventador who was unveiled in March 

2011. Lamborghini uses FORGED COMPOSITES (random in plane placed semi short (25-

51mm) CF tape pieces) for example in their inner monocoque and suspension control arms. 

Lamborghini only uses TS as resin but aim for reduce press cycle times to four minutes for 

vinylester and 10 minutes for epoxy, faster times is not needed because of Lamborghinis 

production volume.. [11]  

 

3.3 Earlier CFRTP projects for mass production in the automotive 

industry 

3.3.1 Japanese CFRTP consortium METI-NEDO 

Professor Jun Takahashi from The University of Tokyo has between 2008 and 2012 

organized 5 big companies and universities/institutes in a Japanese national project to 

develop CFRTP for mass production in the automotive industry. This project has been 

focusing on the potential of the CFRTP material and the budget for these years has been 40 

M$. [1]  
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The main aims with this project were: 

 Part replacements: Verify the applicability of CFRTP by making individual 

automotive parts with the same shape as todays steel ones. 

 High cycle molding: Individually investigated resin impregnation, parts molding and 

welding of parts. 

 In-plant waste recycling: Develop ways to make automotive parts by using in-plant 

CFRTP waste 

According to the Japanese consortium it is possible to lower the body weight of a 

conventional car by 30% [25] if steel parts are replaced with CFRTP, see Figure 2, and 30% 

weight reduction will cut fuel consumption by 22,5% [28]. 

 

Figure 2 The light‐weight CFRTP automotive model for the part replacement case. [25] 

 

3.3.2 CFRTP project made by CF manufacturer Teijin 

The big CF manufacturer Teijin announced in December 2012 that they have started 

operating a pilot plant for the fully integrated production of CFRTP components at its 

Matsuyama Factory in Ehime Prefecture, Japan. Plans to build the pilot plant were 

announced exactly a year earlier and capital expenditure is said to have been over two billion 

yen (~17M $). In 2011 Teijin built a 4 seated electric concept car with body structure 

constructed with chopped CFRTP fibers made by Teijin. But it is not known if they used 

tapes or yarns in their production. Weight of this body is only 47 kilograms, or roughly one 

fifth the weight of a conventional automobile body structure. Teijin´s CFRTP showed a 

forming time less than one minute for the first time in the world with this technique and 

therefore Teijin brought its CFRTP forming one step closer to commercial use in 

automotive vehicle mass production already in 2012. [23] 
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Figure 3 The passenger cell structure built with random chopped CFRTP weighs only 47kg [23] 

 

3.4 Today’s CFRTP projects for mass production in the automotive 

industry 

3.4.1 Japanese CFRTP consortium METI 

It is hard to find information about CFRTP projects but one thing that is for sure is that the 

Japanese is way ahead in budget and size of the CFRTP projects. They have nowadays an 

even bigger consortium led by professor Jun Takahashi, 22 companies, 5 public institutes 

and 7 universities participate in this project today [1]. This consortium includes the 3 CF 

manufacturers Toray, Toho Tenax and Mitsubishi Rayon whose total world CF production 

share is about 60%  and the 5 automobile companies Toyota, Nissan, Honda, Suzuki and 

Mitsubishi Motors whose total world passenger automobile production share is about 27% 

[1]. This new projects timeframe is 2013-2022 and budget is 120 M$[1] and an important 

official goal is to deliver all commutation vehicles to the Olympic Games in Tokyo 2020. Until 

September 2014 85 M$ [2] have been spent in Japan to develop low cost CF and CFRTP 

composites. The former national project has verified the potential of CFRTP regardless if the 

cost target given by the passenger automobile industry can be achieved or not. Hence focus 

for the Japanese project has been on following terms: 

 Design of CFRTP: Making individual parts of CFRTP is obviously not the best way of 

CFRTP usage. Hence structural design for both multi-materials and all-composite 

automobiles will be investigated in their new project. Also new material will be 

developed by requests from design and manufacturing groups. 

 High-cycle manufacturing: Search for an integrated optimal manufacturing process 

applicable to factory production. 

 Market waste recycling: Search for a way to make automotive parts by using market 

CFRTP waste. 

According to Jun Takahashi, the Japanese consortiums biggest challenges is to get an even 

distribution of randomized tape pieces and to consolidate the product of this to make “organo 

sheets”. [2]  
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3.4.2 Thermoplastic composite Research Center in the Netherlands 

In Europe Thermoplastic composite Research Center (TPRC) is increasingly involved in 

development of automotive applications with major OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers in the 

automotive value chain. Furthermore the TPRC is an open innovation, research- and 

development center that aims for TP composites for a broad range of end use markets. [12] 

 

3.4.3 U.S. consortium for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovation 

University of Tennessee's Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovation 

(IACMI) is leading a big consortium in including 122 partners in the U.S. In addition to 189 

M$ in funding from those partners, 70M$ [48] come from the U.S. Department of Energy’s 

Advanced Manufacturing Office within the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

announced by president Obama January 5, 2015. The Institute focus on reducing the overall 

manufacturing costs of advanced composites by 50%, reducing the energy used to make 

composites by 75% and increasing the recyclability of composites to more than 95% within 

the next decade. The biggest CF supplier Toray is one of the partners and automotive OEMs 

Ford and Volkswagen are also partners. [48] 

 

3.5 Corporations between automotive OEMs and CF suppliers  

3.5.1 BMW i3 cooperation with SGL in CFRP passenger cell mass production 

To secure CF delivery, BMW and SGL Group in 2009 established a joint venture with CF 

production in Moses Lake, WA (USA) and fabric production and recycling in Wackersdorf 

(Germany). The management model for the joint venture is based on an equal partnership 

and is a classic win-win situation. BMW Group acquires CF technology, SGL Group gains 

access into the automotive market [5]. These SGL facilities are dedicated exclusively to 

supplying BMW, and it produces 50K tow on four production lines with a total nameplate 

annum capacity of 6,000 tons. In 2015 the plan is to raise their annum capacity to 9.000 tons 

with 6 production lines. [3] 

BMW use unidirectional tapes and multi axial weaves (±45°/90°) in their parts and each i3 

passenger cell comprises 39 different stacked kits which are used to make 49 preforms. 

They are then combined to produce 16 resin transfer molded parts. [3] 

In the BMW CFRP Building, CF fabrics for the passenger cell is cut, knitted and sprayed with 

a TP binder. After this these fabrics are preformed in a preform press. Pressed preforms are 

then cut to near-net shape, stapled together to maintain proper orientation during injection, 

and then laid up in a mold for resin transfer molding (RTM). [3] 

The name of the resin matrix is Araldite LY 3585 epoxy with hardener XB 3458. It is injected 

with a pressure more than 40 bars. BMW engineers says the epoxy can be cured in as few 

as five minutes at 100°C but they would not reveal the time that they have managed to do it 

in, except to say that it is “less than 10 minutes”. [3] 

After cure, parts are sandblasted for removal of mold release and other contaminants. The 

clean components are after this waterjet cut for trimming and cut out holes. Before the 
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passenger cell goes from body shop to the final assembly, parts are adhesively bonded 

together [3]. 

 

3.5.2 Toyota Mirai cooperation with Toray in CFRTP “Stack Frame” production 

Toyotas new fuel cell vehicle Mirai is the world’s first mass produced vehicle that uses 

CFRTP in structural parts. The CFRTP is used in a part called “Stack Frame” see Figure 4, 

which is equivalent with the vehicle floor. The floor is made by evenly dispersing CF cut into 

a certain length in polyamide (PA) to form a sheet-like intermediate base material and 

pressing it into a shape. Toray, together with Toyota, developed this CFRTP which achieves 

short press molding time (about one-minute forming cycle has been realized) suitable for 

mass production by leveraging the characteristics of TP. [18][27] Toyota Motor Corporation 

launched the Mirai in Japan on December 15 2014 and in Europe the car will be launched in 

selected markets in September 2015. Sales target for the Japanese market is approximately 

400 units in Japan by the end of 2015. [19] Sale starts in September 2015 in Europe and 

annual volume for 2015 and 2016 is 50-100 cars/year. [20] 

 

 

Figure 4 Stack frame to the Toyota Mirai. [18] 

 

3.5.3 General Motors cooperation with Teijin 

A partnership between General Motors (GM) and CF manufacturer Teijin was announced in 

late 2011, the two companies have since established a technical center near Detroit that will 

serve as the research and development center for this process. The center is assessing 

polypropylene (PP) and polyamide (PA) resins and intermediate-modulus CF forms that 

include unidirectional and isotropic constructions, as well as long-fiber thermoplastic pellets 

(LFRTP). Their goal is to attack the part-per-minute challenge. As mentioned in section 3.3 

Teijin says it has developed a true 60-second manufacturing process for production of CF 

composites via press forming of prepreg. [23][26] 

 

3.5.4 Daimler AG cooperation with Toray 

In January 2011, Daimler AG and CF manufacturer Toray Industries Inc. formed a joint 

venture based in Esslingen, Germany, to make and market CF composite parts for 

automobile parts. Like BMW, Daimler is using an RTM process developed by Toray called 

Short Cycle RTM, to make parts for Daimler’s Mercedes-Benz passenger cars [26]. Ongoing 
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projects at Daimler are confidential, but all CFRP parts in series production are utilizing TS 

resins. According to Daimler AG the biggest challenges for a broad implementation of CFRP 

in automotive industry are costs, i.e. material costs and in particular the processing costs. 

Daimler tells that subsequent process steps add further costs and in most cases the price of 

the final part is five to ten times higher than the raw material (CF roving on a bobbin). [29] 

 

3.5.5 Ford cooperation with Dow 

Ford Motor Co. (U.S.) and the not yet established CF manufacturer Dow (U.S.) teamed up in 

April of 2012 to develop cost-effective CF composite structures that will help Ford reduce the 

weight of new vehicles by as much as 340 kg by 2020. Dow has been collaborating with CF 

manufacturer AKSA (Turkey) and, significantly, the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DoE) Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tenn.). [26] 

 

3.6 Production capacity of CF 

Between 2011 and 2013 all the leading CF manufacturers expanded their production 

capacity dramatically in order to cope with the continuously growing global demand. In 2014, 

the theoretical total production capacity was around 101 200 tons of PAN-based CF and 

pitch-based capacity was around 3 400 tons per year. The theoretical combined total 

capacity was therefore 104 600 t of CF in 2014. The annual production capacities by 

manufacturer are shown in Figure 5 and by country/region in Figure 6. [30] 

 

Figure 5. Bigger manufacturers of CFs and their capacity in 1000 tons. (2013) [30] 
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Figure 6. Annual CF production capacity by country/region in 1000 tons. (2014) [30] 

 

3.7 Innovations of making carbon fiber 10 times faster 

3.7.1 Japanese consortium METI 

The big Japanese consortium led by professor Jun Takahashi, also have a cooperation 

group that Takahashi says have developed a technique that makes CF manufacturing much 

more efficient by skipping one step in the manufacturing process. The budget for this is 5 M$ 

per year between 2011 and 2017. They estimate the production volumes to 1,000,000 

tons/year for the automotive industry by year 2030 witch is about 10 times more than world 

CF production today [2]. 

 

CFs are commercially made from three different precursors: about 90% is made of 

polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and the remaining 10% are made from rayon or petroleum pitch. CF 

made from PAN is made in five steps, spinning, stabilizing, carbonizing, treating the surface, 

and sizing. Stabilization of the fibers is accomplished by heating the fibers in air to about 

390-590° F (200-300° C) for 30-120 minutes [13]. This step is by far the most time 

consuming of the five and this is the step the Japanese consortium have found a way to skip. 

[2] 

Takahashi says that it is possible to annually manufacture 20 000 tons/line CF instead of 

current volume of 2 000 tons/line with this new technique. CF lines are expensive to build 

which makes this very important to make it possible to raise global capacity for CF to buyer’s 

demands.  Also price should go down with this new technique and more recycling, from 

around 50 Euro/kg to 7 Euro/kg according to laminate price says Takahashi. Takahashi also 

says that it’s possible to make very good quality according to price with this new technique, 

230 GPa tension modulus is reachable and they have already done fibers with 170 GPa in 

tension modulus. [2] 

 

3.7.2 The Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Another project who has as a main goal to develop a lower cost CF for use, primarily, in 

automotive applications, but also for wind and other markets is the The Oak Ridge National 
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Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tenn., USA. They officially opened its CF Technology Facility in 

March 2013. They are now trying to reach their goals by using less expensive "precursor" 

materials that can be turned into CF more cost-effectively. “The first alternative precursors 

we are working with are lower-cost, textile-grade acrylic fibers that we will turn into sample 

lots of CFs,” said CFTF director Lee McGetrick [14]. But they are not close to deliver the 

same mechanical properties as the Japanese consortium. [2] 

 

3.8 Recycling of CFRTP 

Recycle of in plant waste and used parts are important for price and the environment. As 

shown in Figure 7 new CF takes a lot of energy to produce more than steel but it takes less 

energy to mold which makes it possible to recycle CF/ PP with less energy than steel. 

 

Figure 7 Energy consumption for parts production [16].  

How the CFRTP is recycled depends on quality of the waste, in some cases in plant waste 

have so high quality that it is possible to heat it up and remold again without any sufficient 

degradation of material properties. In plant waste with poorer quality or maybe even used 

parts can be used again as core in a sandwich like material with fresh CFs on one or both 

surfaces. This can be done in a double belt press or hybrid stamping press with the recycled 

material in the middle or on the less important side. For poorer quality the next step is to 

hash it, mix it with new matrix and use it for injection molding, see the three techniques in 

Figure 8. If quality is worse it´s possible to grind the fibers even more and for example use it 

as printing material in LaserJet printers which makes CFRTP almost in every case 

recyclable. [16]  
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Figure 8 Three types of recycling methods developed for CFRTP. [69] 

  

3.9 Reducing costs for CFRTP 

To be able to compete with the costs of aluminum it is important to reduce cost of fiber 

production and also a major reduction in the cycle time for CFRP auto parts. Although part 

cost is directly related to mold cycle time, Takahashi also emphasize that fiber cost and 

recycled CF holds the most promise for controlling part cost. His research data demonstrate 

that the use of recycled fiber will simultaneously reduce waste and reduce the material cost 

of CFRP parts to a level that, he contends, will in 2020 be competitive with aluminum. [17] 

 

3.10 Mechanical properties compiled by the Japanese consortium METI 

for CFRTP and other materials 

Due to the low density, see Table 1, of TP, CFRTP have very high specific bending stiffness 

and tensile strength especially compared to steel but also compared to other metals see 

Figure 9. CF/PP is the best choice for weight reduction due to bending stiffness and a very 

interesting part is that CF/PP works very well for lower fiber fractions, see Figure 10. The low 

price of PP compared to CF makes the price of CF/PP lower when mixed with lower volume 

CF. Lower volume fractions CF also makes impregnation easier than if higher volume 

fraction fibers would be needed due to matrix flow in a more porous media. 

Table 1 Density of different materials [40][41][42] 

Material Density 

Steel ~7800 kg/m3 

Aluminum ~2700 kg/m3 

Titanium ~4540 kg/m3 

Magnesium ~1800 kg/m3 

Glass fibers(GF) ~2600 kg/m3 

Carbon fibers(CF) ~1770 kg/m3 

Epoxy(EP) 1100-1200 kg/m3 

Vinylester() 1120-1130 kg/m3 

Polypropylene (PP) ~900 kg/m3 

Nylon (PA) ~1100 kg/m3 
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Polycarbonate(PC) ~1200 kg/m3 

Polyphthalamide (PPA) ~1130 kg/m3 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Specific Bending Stiffness and Tensile Strength [25] 

 

 

Figure 10 Fiber Volume Fraction vs. Weight Reduction Ratio with the same bending stiffness. [25] 

 

Specific flexural stiffness and strength is almost the same for CFRTS and CFRTP and UD 

layup have about 30% better stiffness and about 40% better strength than quasi isotropic 

material, see Table 2. 
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Table 2 Weight reduction ratio of CFRP and steel panel [25], *=[47] 

Materials 

Flexural 
Modulus 

[GPa] 
(E) 

Flexural 
Strength 

[MPa] 
(σ) 

Density 
[g/cc] 

(ρ) 

Specific 
Flexural 
Stiffness 
(3√E/ρ) 

Specific 
Flexural 
Strength 
(√σ/ρ) 

Steel Panel 200 420 7.8 
0.75  
(×1) 

2.6  
(×1) 

Aluminum 
6111-T4* 

68 165 2.7 
1.5 
(×2) 

4.8 
(×1.8) 

Magnesium 
AM60B* 

45 130 1.8 
2.0 

(×2.7) 
6.3 

(×2.4) 

UD-CFRP 
(for Airplane) 

138 1600 1.5 
3.5 

(×4.6) 
27 

(×10) 

UD-CFRTP 
(target) 

115 1600 1.4 
3.5 

(×4.6) 
29 

(×11) 

quasi-isotropic 
CFRP 

50 700 1.5 
2.5 

(×3.3) 
18 

(×6.7) 

quasi-isotropic 
CFRTP (target) 

23 400 1.2 
2.4 

(×3.2) 
17 

(×6.3) 

 

Depending on govern property you go about choosing materials in different ways (see Figure 

11), these are;  

 where tension is most important, it is preferred to use random CFRTP tape (RCF-

Tape/TP) 

 where bending is most important use random CFRTP mat(R-CF Mat/TP) and/or 

random carded web (R-CF Card Web/TP)  

 for a hollow beam where flexural stiffness is important use random CFRTP tape 

(RCF-Tape/TP).  

 

Figure 11 Comparison of weight lightening ratio between CF/PP and steel parts. In the bottom is the 
preferred material to reach the red star marked goal for the different cases. [37] 
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3.11 Testing results for random CFRTP tape pieces “organo sheets” 

produced by the Japanese consortium METI 

The Japanese project METI lead by Jun Takahashi described in 3.4 have done some tests to 

evaluate fiber length in chopped random ultra-thin CFRTP tapes. The tape they have 

manufactured includes the CF TR 50S made by Mitsubishi Rayon Co and Polycaprolactam 

(Nylon 6). The tape size was 5 mm in width and about 45 μm thick and cut in four different 

tape lengths: 6 mm, 12 mm, 18 mm and 24 mm. The chopped tapes were randomly oriented 

in plane in 3 mm thick plates and the plates were manufactured through compression 

molding, see the manufactured plates in Figure 12. Volume fraction fibers in these tests were 

between 54.4% and 56.1% and void ratio between 1.2 and 1.7 see Table 3. [38] 

 

Figure 12 Random CFRTP plates with tape length of 6 mm (a), 12 mm (b), 18 mm (c) and 24 mm (d) made 
by the Japanese project METI. [38] 

 

Figure 13 Cross section of specimen by the tape length of 24 mm 

 

Table 3 Volume fraction fiber and void ratio for the different tape length [38] 

Tape length  6 mm  12 mm  18 mm  24 mm  

Vf               54.4%                 56.1%        55.2%         54.5%  

Void ratio  1.6%  1.7%  1.2%  1.3%  

 

The results from mechanical testing of these plates are showed in Figure 14 to Figure 19 and 

they show that optimal tape lengths are different depending on which the most important 

property is. Due to tensile and compressive strength and modulus it seems a fiber length 

around 18 mm be the most optimal. The reason why shorter fibers is worse is probably 

caused by fiber pullouts due to low fiber/matrix adhesion and the reason why longer fiber 
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length is worse is probably due to the waviness of longer fibers which is shown in Figure 13. 

But for bending and Izod impact shows longer fibers the best strength.  

 
Figure 14 Tensile strength of CFRTP plate with 

different tape length. [38] 

 
Figure 15 Tensile modulus of CFRTP plate with 

different tape length. [38] 

 
Figure 16 Compressive strength of CFRTP plate 

with different tape length. [38] 

 
Figure 17 Compressive modulus of CFRTP plate 

with different tape length. [38] 

 
 

 
Figure 18 Flexural strength of CFRTP plate with 

different tape length. [37] 
 

Figure 19 Izod impact strength test of CFRTP plate 
with different tape length. [37] 
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3.12 Holes and inserts in CFRTP  

The Japanese consortium METI submits that mechanical hole drilling in CFRTP material can 

be done without delamination or other voids for some TP matrixes and they especially 

mention that PP mixed with the correct amount of maleic acid polypropylene (MaPP) are 

suited for this. Too much MaPP makes the matrix brittle and delamination occurs while 

drilling, see Figure 20 and Figure 21, which also is a big problem also for drilling CFRTS 

materials. Thermal hole cutting of CFRTP usually destroys a big area around the hole due to 

temperature distribution during hole cutting.  

 

 

 

 

A problem with nut inserts is that creep of the thickness direction by the clamping pressure is 

worried. Simultaneously nut inserts is possible by discontinuous CFRTP, see Figure 22. [37] 

 

Figure 22 Nut insert in CFRTP. [37] 

 

3.13 Why isn’t carbon fiber more implemented in automotive industry 

today  

The use of CF is relatively new in comparison to steel and aluminum, therefore the 

techniques how to use and manufacture CF is too industrial immature. There aren’t fully 

developed techniques for construction, dimensioning, virtual methods and effective 

manufacturing etc. and as a result of this there are high costs for the industry to implement 

these techniques. But future environment demands on CO2 emission and oil price will push 

CF techniques forward. [21] 

The biggest competitor to CF implementation is aluminum. The problem with introducing 

more aluminum in cars is that it’s not competitive with CF over a long period of time due to 

the fact that CF is a stiffer and stronger material and the demands on car weight will be 

increasingly harder. Some manufacturers will change steel to aluminum in a near future while 

others will introduce CF directly to skip an extra material introduction. And while those who 

are going for aluminum needs to change almost all steel material to aluminum they who 

chose CF will need to change fewer parts to reach the same goal. But of course CF has 

drawbacks as well. With aluminum almost the same techniques as with steel can be used 

Figure 21 Mechanical drilled CF mat 
with properly modified PP Vf=20. 
[37] 

Figure 20 Mechanical drilled CF mat 
with too much modified PP Vf=20. 
[37] 
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while carbon needs much more investments to be implemented in car manufacturing. Of 

course the price of aluminum has also a big advantage in relation to CF. [21] 

Chopped CFRTP sheets are already made but according to Jun Takahashi the issues they 

are facing now is how to make these sheets and how to make randomization and preforming 

of sheets more effective and accurate. [2] 

This is the reason why not Chopped CFRTP has been used more already. Chopped tape 

pieces randomized in an “organo sheet” has nice prospects to make sheets easier to use for 

vehicle industry due to better formability and easier to simulate than continuous sheets and 

cheaper to manufacture as well. [2] 

 

3.14 By Volvo Car Corporation requested material and process 

limitations. 

Correspondences have been performed with people working with composites at Volvo Car 

Corporation VCC for this section and the initiate questions with answers can be read in 

appendix A. 

VCC want to meet future environmental demands to have cars classed environment friendly. 

The two most important ways to do this is to reduce emissions from an engine at the same 

power or lower the weight of their cars to reduce requested power from the engine. In 

regards to the light weight concept VCC reckon that the most important things to keep intact 

are low space-demanding in construction, low investments, high flexibility, scalable geometry 

solutions and a big bandwidth on solutions. [21] 

VCC requests material with isotropic or orthotropic properties depending on component 

demands. With high demands on the material properties you use orthotropic and with high 

demands on low costs or if there is challenges in dimensioning you use isotropic. They are 

also a bit worried that CFRTP is too expensive to use as isotropic when it can be used more 

efficient as unidirectional (UD). [21] 

VCC will mostly use CFRTP for structural and semi structural parts if CFRTP is current in the 

future. Most valuable properties in order are stiffness, strength and deformation energy. VCC 

thinks that deformation energy for short fiber CFRTP will be very interesting in the future 

because the isotropic material properties make the simulation of the deformation energy 

easier. [21] 

In introducing new material it’s very important that the new material have properties that fit 

with present manufacturing techniques. VCC has many billion SEK invested in their present 

bill off process (BOP). In today’s BOP at VCC most new structural body parts will be 

assembled in their A-factory. VCC factories exist of the three main units A, B and C. A is the 

unit where the manufacturing process starts with bodywork, other steel parts like doors, 

bonnet and trunk-lid are made in another factory. Unit B executes painting after bodywork 

assembly in A. Unit C is where the final assembly, last adjustments and last checkpoint are 

made. [21] 

In unit B the bodywork will be dipped in a electrolyte bath to give steel parts better resistance 

against rust and this means it’s not allowed bring material which can contaminate the bath. 
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It’s also of importance that materials are working with process chemicals like paint and 

solvent. Last thing in unit B, the bodywork needs to survive is 200oC for 3*20 minutes and 

this is a problem for low temperature TP.  All parts made and assembled in unit A need to 

have properties so they survive unit B without disturbing processes made there. [21] 

Ways for solving this: 

 Use a material with the requested properties. Drawback with this is price. 

 Protect the material used from what it cannot handle with for example a film. 

Drawback is that it cannot handle all problems and maybe worsen properties of the 

material.  

 Assembly the part after the process it cannot handle. This is the easiest way but it’s 

only possible for parts assembled in Unit C and most structural parts are not, 

therefore this will not be possible to lightening the car so much with this technique. 

 Do not use steel in unit A and/or another painting method. Drawback with this is that 

they need many new machines, in fact almost a new factory to achieve this and it is 

very costly. 

Another important factor in the manufacturing process is possibility to attach other parts. 

VCC want to have CFRTP material delivered as customized prepreg sheets for every part 

that is possible to hold down scrap. [21] 

VCC also mention that it’s important for them to reuse or recycle intern produced scrap and 

that it is important that the total life cycle assessment (LCA) has lower influence on the 

environment than aluminum. But low weight of components is very much predominant in the 

LCA. Low total material usage is very important for a CFRP component because the material 

cost is a very big part of the component price. [21] 

Aluminum is the biggest competitor for CFRP in the close future and VCCs goal for 

manufactured CFRP part is that it not should be more expensive than aluminum. But they 

don’t think that aluminum or any other material can compete with CFRP in the long run. 

Glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) could compete on integration and costs but not on 

reduced weight and space-demands. [21] 

VCC have a goal for body in white set to 160 kg. To reach this goal VCC estimate that the 

lightweight concept today shows a use of 25 weight percent composites in the body in white, 

50 percent of these could be CFRP and about 50 percent of the 400 000  yearly made cars 

at Volvo. This gives us about 20 kg CFRP per car i.e. about 8000 tons CFRP yearly at VCC 

without including scrap. Depending of fiber fraction and the amount of scrap that’s not reused 

in body of white the total amount of fibers can vary a lot, but if for example the used average 

fiber weight fraction is 50 wt% and scrap that’s not reused in body of white is 10 wt% of 

CFRP will the total amount of CF utilized yearly by VCC be 4400 tons. [21][24]  

 

3.15 Board made from wood chips 

Boards made from wood chips are pretty much the same idea as random distributed tape 

pieces of CFRTP and therefore is a brief description of these wooden boards made below. 
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3.15.1 Oriented Strand Board (OSB) 

OSB is a structural panel that is composed of adhesives and wood strands and pressed 

under heat and pressure into a panel. OSB is composed of face (surface) and core layers. In 

the face layers strands are generally oriented longitudinally in line with the panel length, 

whereas in the core layers strands generally lie in a cross wise direction, see Figure 23. 

[32][33] [35]  

 

Figure 23 OSB plate and orientation of flakes [32] 

 

The wood pieces used in OSB manufacturing include both soft wood like spruce, and pine 

and some hardwood. Wood strands are cut tangentially from debarked logs which are held 

longitudinally against rotating knives. The ribbon of strands produced is usually about 75 mm 

wide, 0.7 mm thick and this breaks up on handling to produce individual strands which are 

typically 100 mm along the grain and from 5 to 50 mm across the grain. [32][33][34] 

Phenol formaldehyde (PF) resins are typically used in the face layers, while isocyanates are 

typically used in the core. In the manufacturing of OSB, resin is sprayed onto the strands in a 

rotary drum blender and after this the flakes are falling out from the drum and down on the 

transportation belt the same way described in section 5.2.1.4. [35][36] 

 

3.15.2 Wafer board (WB) 

Wafer board was developed in the 1950s and was the progenitor to OSB which was 

originated in the early 1980s. In contrast to OSB the wafers were not intentionally oriented 

and due to better properties for the OSB also Wafer have been oriented since 1989, now 

called OWB and is therefore almost the same as the now much more produced OSB. [34] 

The mat forming process is the only step in the manufacturing process in which there is any 

significant difference between WB and OSB production. In WB production, the wafers are 

allowed to fall randomly to the moving belt below to form a mat of the required thickness. In 

OSB production, the wafers are mechanically oriented in one direction as they fall to the belt 

below. [34] 

 

3.15.3 Properties of strand boards 

The strand length and layup can influence a lot on the properties of the strand boards, 

especially on flexural strength which is shown in Figure 24. The strand boards production 

have like described above shifted from random oriented WB to oriented OSB which probably 

is because of the pretty basic load case when using these boards. Normally the boards are 

attached with small distance between the support over the width and with substantially longer 

distance between the supports distributed over the board length and then the properties is 
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the most important in one direction due to bending. The reason not to use UD is probably 

due to the need of adequate properties in the other direction as well to prevent breaking. [33] 

 

Figure 24 Effects of strand length and layer structure on the flexural modulus (modulus of rapture MOR) 
of sugi OSB. UD: unidirectional homogenous, OOO: three-layer with random core, RD: randomly oriented 
homogenous, open circles: parallel to the orientation, filled circles: perpendicular to the orientation. [33] 

 

3.16 Patents 

Presented below is a brief description of a selection of patens that is in the area for this 

thesis work contemplated material and method developments. No approved patent that 

concerns contemplated material or methods was found but a lot of applications especially 

from the big carbon manufacturers Teijin and Toray were found. Between material and 

method patents, material patents is the most important when the aim is to develop a new 

material because in most cases a specific material is possible to manufacture in many 

different ways but the goal i.e. the material is the same. 

3.16.1 Random mat and reinforcing fiber composite material WO 2013094706 A1 

 Status: Application 

 Applicant: Teijin Limited 

 Priority date: 22 Dec 2011 

 Publication date: 27 Jun 2013 

 Most valuable innovation 

o Improved flow for a mat with high mechanical properties. 

o Fully isotropic material(too bad isotropy will defeat the object of the innovation) 

 Most important claims 

o Random mat with a 50-100% alt. 90-100% (by mass based on all the 

reinforcing fibers contained in mat) content of reinforcing fibers having a 

length 3-15mm. 

o Random mat with a 0-50% alt. 0-10% (by mass based on all the reinforcing 

fibers contained in mat) content of reinforcing fibers having a length 15-50mm. 

o If average fiber diameter=5µm then number of fibers in bundles needs to be in 

range 600-12 000. For bigger fiber diameter will this range be lower. 

o Fiber bundles can be tape, tows, etc. 

o Manufacturing methods 

 Other info 
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o TP resins is used 

3.16.2 Random mat and fiber reinforced composite material WO 2012105080 A1 

 Status: Application 

 Applicant: Teijin Limited 

 Priority date: 1 feb 2011 

 Publication date: 9 aug 2012 

 Most valuable innovation 

o Provide a random mat used as a preform of a molded fiber reinforced 

composite material 

 Most important claims 

o Random mat that comprises TPs resin and reinforced fiber which is between 

5mm and 100mm 

o If average fiber diameter=5µm then number of fibers in bundles needs to be in 

range 280-4 000. For bigger fiber diameter will this range be lower. 

o Fiber bundles can be tape, tows, etc.  

o It is not necessary for flowing the fibers and the resin in the mold 

o Manufacturing methods 

 Other info 

o TP resins is used 

o Teijin patent Shaped Product Constituted by Fiber-Reinforced Composite 

Material WO2012117593 A1 is very much the same in most areas.  

3.16.3 Joint body of carbon fiber reinforced composite material WO2012102315A1 

 Status: Application 

 Applicant: Teijin Limited 

 Priority date: 28 jan 2011 

 Publication date: 4 dec 2013 

 Most valuable innovation 

o It is an object of the present invention to provide a joint body of CF-reinforced 

composite materials that contain a TP resin as the matrix, having excellent 

strength, rigidity, lightness, and ease of mass production. 

 Most important claims 

o A reinforcing member having at least one random layer in which a chopped 

CF is randomly oriented in a TP resin, and at least one unidirectional material 

layer in which a continuous CF is unidirectional arranged. 

o A reinforced member with an open sectional shape having at least one 

selected from the group consisting of a random layer and a unidirectional 

material layer, wherein the reinforcing member and the reinforced member are 

vibration-welded to form a hollow closed section 

o According to the two point above reinforcing member contains the 

unidirectional material layer in 5 to 100 Vol% with respect to a total volume of 

the random layer and random layer contain fiber length of 10-100mm. 

 Other info 

o TP resins is used 

o No methods claims 
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3.16.4 Method for making a discontinuous fiber molding compound WO2014209601 

A1 

 Status: Application 

 Applicant: Hexcel Corporation 

 Priority date: 25 jun 2013 

 Publication date: 31 dec 2014 

 Most valuable innovation 

o Invention relates generally to molding compounds that are composed of 

discontinuous CFs and a TS and/or TP matrix resin. More particularly, the 

invention involves using remnants of CF tows to make a discontinuous fiber 

molding compound. 

 Most important claims 

o Method for making a discontinuous fiber molding compound of chopped CF 

tows that are from 1 cm to 10 cm long 

o Method for mixing a powdered TS resin particles with fibers by for example  

static electrical attraction 

 Other info 

o Only methods included 

o No material claims 

3.16.5 Chopped carbon fiber WO 2013173315 A1 

 Status: Application 

 Applicant: Toray Carbon Fibers America, Inc. 

 Priority date: 15 maj 2012 

 Publication date: 21 nov 2013 

 Most valuable innovation 

o Invention relates to a chopped CF with a sizing capable of achieving good 

mechanical properties and high resistance against thermal degradation. 

 Most important claims 

o Material including a chopped CF being formed of a CF coated with a sizing 

wherein said CF has a length between 1 mm and 100 mm. 

 Other info 

o No method claims 

3.16.6 Carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic and process for producing same 

WO2012165076 A1 

 Status: Application 

 Applicant: Toray Carbon Fibers America, Inc. 

 Priority date: 31 maj 2011  

 Publication date: 6 dec 2012 

 Most valuable innovation 

o Adequate anisotropy is intentionally imparted to the discontinuous CFs in such 

a manner that the average value of the orientation degrees falls within a 

predetermined range, it becomes possible to produce a CFRP with a small 

amount of CFs while maintaining the shape formability of the sheet-like base 

material and the moldability into the CFRP satisfactorily. 

 Most important claims 
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o A carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic material composed of discontinuous CFs, 

wherein a content ratio of CFs having lengths of 10 mm or longer in said base 

material is 60 wt % or more relative to a total amount of CFs 

o Forming process for discontinuous CFs having an average fiber length of 10 

mm or longer in a sheet-like base material 

o Process for impregnating a matrix resin into said sheet-like base material 

o Formation of said sheet-like base material is performed by carding such a 

manner that an average value of orientation degrees of CFs contained in said 

base material is 2-10. 

 Other info 

o TP matrix is preferred.  

4 CFRTP prepreg tape manufacturing 

4.1 Material 

4.1.1 Thermoplastic matrix  

The three most important things in choosing the TP matrix for automotive applications is 

price, temperature dependence and viscosity above melting temperature. Other properties 

that matters but are easier to protect against with for example protective film or some sealing 

varnish are water absorption, alcohols, gasoline, diesel, oil, etc. The four most interesting 

plastics are polypropylene (PP), polyamide (PA), polycarbonate (PC) and polyphthalamide 

(PPA), these plastics are briefly described below. 

PP: This matrix is in the top of the automotive industry wish-list because of its low price and 

low density, see Table 1 for density of different materials. Other good properties for this 

polymer are low water absorption [67]. The biggest drawback is the low temperature span 

where Tg is below zero and Tm=~160°C [67]. The low Tg doesn’t mean that the polymer 

doesn’t work in higher temperatures it depends on at which temperatures the required 

properties cannot be reached. The low Tm on the other hand makes implementation in VCC 

A-plant almost impossible because their drying ovens requires the temperature durability 

200°C, 3*20 minutes, see section 3.14. 

PA: Price for PA is at least double the price compared to PP [49]. There are some different 

PA:s on the market and PA12 seems to be the most satisfying for the requirements 

described above. PA:s normally have high water absorption but some PA12 have low water 

absorption like PP and at the same time low effects while they are subjected to gasoline, 

diesel and oil. PA12 have a noticeable effect from alcohols but not very high. [67]  

PC: Price for PC is higher than for PA [49] and PC also have a chance to meet the 

requirements from VCC drying ovens. PC has very low effects while subjected to water, 

diesel or oil but small effects from gasoline and alcohols.  

PPA: Properties of PPA include: high heat resistance, high chemical resistance, 

abrasion/corrosion resistance and low water absorption [68]. Drawback is the high price. [65] 

The belt press used in this project had PTFE bands which sets the maximum temperature to 

~220°C [52], this makes it a big risk that the required consolidation will not be reached for the 
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polymers with the properties to fulfill VCC A-plant drying ovens [21]. The materials with 

higher temperature resistance will therefore not be evaluated in this thesis. From the 

remaining polymers the PP is the most interesting because of its low price and the fact that 

this is the main polymer for the Japanese consortium Meti-Nedo[2]. PP is therefore chosen 

for evaluation and further tests in this thesis.  

 

4.1.2 Thermoplastic sized carbon fiber manufacturer 

None of the carbon manufacturers have PP sizes fibers in their ordinary assortment today 

but a lot of them are in the developing stage for PP sized fibers. Below is a brief description 

about some of the biggest manufacturers today and their TP sized fiber supply. 

Hexcel: have TS sized and unsized HexTow® Continuous CFs products available. They 

recommend the unsized HexTow® for use with PP, PA and PC. [62] 

Mitsubishi Rayon (MRC): MRC are in developing stage now, especially with PP and PA6. 

They don’t have commercialized CF tow for PP but it’s in development. They don’t sell TP 

tapes but these are also under development. They suggest using acid modified PP for 

impregnation PP/CF and check formulation with acid modified PP by using 15 K JJ sized CF 

tow. [45] 

SGL Technologies: A big part of the CF production from SGL goes to BMW and they use 

only CFRTS in production but SGL have one 50K CF tow specialized on TPs called 

SIGRAFIL C30 T050 TP1. It has showed to have twice as good bending strength compared 

with standard sizing. SGL says that the tow is preferably used with PA and therefore can 

they not be sure how well it works with PP and other TP. [43] 

Toho Tenax (cooperation with Teijin): Toho Tenax could offer Tenax®-E HTS45 P12 12K 

800tex fiber type which is a fiber type they are used mainly for the production of their TPUD 

PEEK tapes until now. They don't have any results with PP available right now but they will 

investigate to get further results with other TP resin system as PEEK. [44] 

Zoltek (cooperation with Toray): Zoltek offered a not commercialized 50K CF tow with 

sizing suited for PP but they had not done any mechanical testing. [46] 

 

4.1.3 Adhesion CF/PP 

Since adhesion between PP and CF is poor it can be requested to both modify CF and PP 

but as showed in Figure 25 makes modified PP bigger adhesion improvements than modified 

CF.  
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Figure 25 Effect of modification in both CF and PP to improve their interfacial adhesion [69] 

 

4.2 TP tape impregnation methods 

Pre impregnated reinforcement is normally used in high performance TS laminates due to 

high volume fractions of fibers. Molten PP has about 1000 time’s higher viscosity than epoxy, 

which makes it hard to impregnate thicker laminates. Invariably, the impregnation will be 

imperfect and result in some dry fibers and entrapped gas as well as non-uniform fiber 

distribution. The four most common pre impregnation methods are melt impregnation, 

powder impregnation, commingling and solvent impregnation. [40]  

 

4.2.1 Melt impregnation  

The most usual melt impregnation technique for TPs is extrusion. The TP is molten and 

pressed into the reinforcement fibers with an extruder like the one shown in Figure 26. The 

molten TP is introduced easiest to the CFs after the spread out of the tow and over the 

laminate width by a slit or die which the extruder fills with pressurized TP matrix. 

 

Figure 26 TP extruder which can be used to press the TP into the CF reinforcement with a slit over the 
width of the spread tow. [58] 
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Another way is to let the spread tow travel over cylinders which presses the molten TP into 

the spread tow via thin radial slits, see Figure 27. This presses the matrix from the roller 

through the reinforcement towards the lower pressure on the outside of the reinforcement. 

Following several rollers like these the process is finished off by some kind of measuring 

device to ensure volume fraction fiber is correct. The newly fabricated prepreg are cooled, 

matrix solidified and rolled up. Melt impregnation of this type is carefully guarded by patents.   

 

Figure 27 Radial slit impregnation tool. [70]  

 

An alternative melt impregnation technique is double belt press (DBP). A DBP essentially 

consist of two steel belts that feed the material trough the machine while lateral pressure is 

applied. In the first part of the machine the belts is heated and in the end they are cooled. A 

reinforcement fabric put together with a polymer film or sandwiched in between two polymer 

films is fed into the machine, see Figure 28. The heat melts the polymer films and the 

pressure is applied gradually by the belts causing the molten polymer to impregnate the 

fabric and finally cool down before exiting the press. Since the residence time within the belts 

is long, even highly viscous TP are capable of percolating the reinforcement. [40]  

 

Figure 28 Schematic of DBP prepregging with double polymer films. [40] 

 

Surface tension treatments are of little help due to the high viscosity of TP, and the first 

impulse may be to raise the transverse pressure to force the matrix into the reinforcement. 

The problem is that increased pressure also makes the fiber bed more compact and thus 

makes it even less permeable and therefore this tactic can have an opposite effect.  
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4.2.2 Powder impregnation 

By grinding the TP matrix into a fine powder, the reinforcement can be impregnated using a 

slurry or fluidized powder bed.  

With slurry, liquid water is often used to disperse the powder. This low viscosity aqueous 

solution is then used to impregnate the reinforcement, whereupon the liquid is driven off. The 

slurry may contain some kind of agent to provide a temporary adhesion between powder and 

the reinforcement or the impregnated reinforcement may be pulled through an oven to 

slightly melt the powder onto the fibers.   

A fluidized powder bed means that a powder cloud keeps fluidized by circulating air. 

Correctly performed an electrostatic attraction and/or friction ensure that the reinforcement 

passing through gets the right amount of matrix. After this an oven is often used to fuse the 

matrix onto the fibers.  

The main drawback with powder impregnation is that it´s hard to distribute the matrix evenly 

and from slurry manufacturing also some adhesive agents may decrease properties of the 

material. The main advantage is that it’s cheaper than foil impregnation. It´s also possible to 

make the impregnated reinforcement more flexible if not all powder is melted but it´s then 

harder to get rid of voids in manufacturing. [40] 

 

4.2.3 Commingled fibers impregnation 

Commingled fibers impregnation means that CFs and fibers spun from matrix material are 

mechanically combined together in a new yarn or tape, see Figure 29. The drawbacks and 

advantages are the same as for fluidized powder impregnation. [40] 

 

Figure 29 Commingled tape. Reinforcing fibers are black and matrix fibers are red. Matrix particles 
typically have significant larger diameter than reinforcing fibers. 

 

4.2.4 Solvent impregnation 

The polymer is dissolved to significantly lower its viscosity and thus facilitate wetting and 

impregnation. The reinforcement is spread out and led into a solvent bath where the solvent 

has lowered the tension of the polymer. The fact that the reinforcement is guided over rollers 

together ensures good impregnation, after that measurement of fiber fraction is done. Then it 

is led into an oven with rollers inside to drive of solvent and to ensure impregnation and then 

on to cooling and finally winding Figure 30. This method is only possible for some amorphous 

TPs and none of the crystalline TPs. A problem with this type of impregnation is that the 

residue solvent in the matrix often seriously detrimental the properties of the composite. [40]  
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Figure 30 Schematic of solvent impregnation. [40] 

 

4.3 Tape lamination experiments 

Tape lamination experiments were performed to evaluate the possibilities to impregnate 

spread CF tow with TP film by using a belt press which is described later in section 5.3.2.1.1. 

 

4.3.1 PP film impregnation of CF tow 

This trial was done in a belt press with the heating temperature set to 210°C and the cooling 

temperature set to 20°C. The barrels pressure was set to 7 bar and these barrels were 

located between the heating zone and the cooling zone.  

The used material was 1 m CF tow and 1 m BoPP film with thickness 25µm and width 25 

mm. BoPP means biaxial orientated PP i.e. PP which is stretched in 2 directions. These 

strips were taped together at three places to prevent sliding of the material, see Figure 32. 

Both strips were also attached in between two cardboard papers to make it easier to catch 

the tape after lamination because it’s a big risk that the tape sticks against the belt and goes 

back with the belts at the end of the belt press. 

Picture of the result after the belt press lamination is shown in Figure 31. Both the BoPP film 

and the CF tow decreased in width. The decreasing in width was not even over the strips but 

about 50% for the BoPP film and about 25% for the CF tow. The wet out of the fibers was 

also bad, no PP had flow through the fibers. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 32 CF tow and PP film taped together with 

red tape.  

Figure 31 Result after lamination, heating 210°C 
and barrel pressure 7 bars.  
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4.3.2 PE film heating 

Because of the crimp of the BoPP film above was a test of how a polyethylene (PE) film that 

Oxeon AB had in stock, performed by heating the film with a heating gun. It wasn’t known if 

the PE film was stretched in two directions or not. The PE film crimped a lot under heating, 

see Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33 Red rectangle was the size of the PE film before it was heated by a heating gun and the green 
plastic film left is the result after heating.     

4.3.3 PA web heating 

A 5 g/m2 Polyamide (PA) web was heated with a heating gun to see if the thin strings of PA 

were weak enough to break and distribute the molted PA in spots evenly distributed over the 

area of the heated PA web. Which was exactly what happened, see Figure 34 and Figure 35. 

 

 

4.3.4 PP/GF70 heating 

An PP/glass fiber (GF) prepreg with volume fraction fibers 70% was also heated to see how 

stretched the PP was in this prepreg. Also in this case there was some crimping of the width 

and delamination which can be caused of length crimping of the PP while the GF will prevent 

crimping, see Figure 36 and Figure 37. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 PA web before heating. Figure 35 PA web after heating with a heating gun. 
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4.3.5 Conclusions 

Due to crimping is it not possible to impregnate thin CF tow with a biaxial stretched TP film in 

the used belt press without mayor modifications of the belt press. It’s not possible because 

the biaxial stretched TP film crimps under heating which can be prevented with extra 

pressure barrels under heating, more friction between the bands and the pressed material, 

PP web instead of film or non-stretched TP film. Non-stretched TP film can probably be 

rejected because of big varies in thickness and the fact that it is too thick for lamination.   

Another problem with the trial in the belt press was that the CF tow didn’t get a good wet out 

which could be caused by too low pressure between the barrels while laminating extra thin 

material.  

Because of these two problems is the idea about impregnating spread CF tapes with TP in 

the used belt press rejected under this time limited thesis work which makes it necessary to 

find a dealer which can supply this project with thin CFRTP tape or impregnate Oxeon ABs 

spread tow with TP. 

 

4.4 Prepreg CFRTP tapes on the market 

4.4.1 How thin tapes? 

The Japanese Meti-Nedo project have used very thin tapes with thickness about 45 μm and 

Vf  ~55%  in their manufacturing and testing of spread tape pieces “organo” sheet [37][38]. 

But in Figure 10  it is showed that the Japanese Meti-Nedo project recommends Vf between 

25% to 40% which makes it likely that they had problems spreading the CF tow thin enough 

to make thin tapes with the lower volume fractions.  

Oxeon AB has the possibility to spread CF tows to the very low basis weight mf=32 g/m2 

which give the CF/PP laminate weights 70 g/m2 for Vf=0,3 and 45 g/m2 for Vf=0,55, see 

equation (1) and (2) and Table 1. These laminate weights gives the laminate thicknesses 

60µm for Vf=0,3 and 33 µm for Vf=0,55, see equation (3). Because of these reachable 

thicknesses with Oxeon ABs tow spreading and the fact that additional layers gives better 

randomization of a spread tape pieces “organo sheet”  Because of this a tape thicknesses 

around 60µm with Vf=0,3 would be preferred to have the possibility to evaluate the best 

possible randomization for tows spread by Oxeon AB.  

Figure 37 GF/PP tape before heating.  Figure 36 GF/PP tape after heating with heating 
gun. 
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𝑤𝑓 =  
𝑉𝑓𝜌𝑓

𝑉𝑓𝜌𝑓+𝑉𝑚𝜌𝑚
   (1) 

𝑚 =
𝑚𝑓

𝑤𝑓
    (2) 

𝑡 =  
𝑚

𝑉𝑓𝜌𝑓+𝑉𝑚𝜌𝑚
   (3) 

 

4.4.2 Tape manufacturers 

The only manufacturer which have done tapes with the requested thickness 60µm is the 

Japanese manufacturer Mitsuya [59] but is hasn’t been possible to order from them for this 

project. Mitsuya have done 60 µm thick and 5 mm wide CF/PP tape to the PhD student Yentl 

Swolfs at KU Leuven Department of Materials Engineering [60]. Mitsuya is a Japanese 

developer of CF composite material and used Victrex Aptiv[61] film as the matrix polymer to 

develop their thin prepreg sheet. Mitsuya says that they have done 40µm [60] thin CF/PP 

tapes. 

In addition to Mitsuya there are some manufacturers which are in the developing stage of 

CF/PP tapes with thicknesses around 150µm and also some have thin CF/PP or other 

CFRTP tapes in stock. Examples of these companies are presented below and the last 

presented, Van Wees, was the company chosen as distributor of tapes to the continuance of 

this thesis work. 

Teknosav [61]: have 0,25 mm thin PP tape in different widths.  

Hexcel [62]: develops CF/PP tapes and they use unsized fibers to get good adhesion 

between fibers and PP. 

Toho Tenax [63]: have Peek prepreg tapes in stock with nominal thickness 140µm, 34 wt% 

fiber, width 6,35-304,8 mm. They only offer CF/PEEK products in the TP market but 

according to information provided by Toho Tenax they will do evaluations of other TPs soon. 

Jonam [64]: don’t have tow spreading capabilities so they require pre spread tows to be 

supplied for them to impregnate and they have not tried to impregnate spread CF tows with 

PP. 

Celanese [65]: don’t do CF/PP tapes in stock due to bad adhesion between CF and PP. 

They have CF/PA and CF/PPA tapes with thicknesses about 130µm in stock.  

Tencate [66]: have a CF/PP tape called TENCATE CETEX TC960 CARBON FIBER TAPE 

with resin content by weight at 63% (77% by volume), tape width 165 mm and tape thickness 

0.28 mm. 

They also have the CF/PA TENCATE CETEX TC910 NYLON 6 CARBON FIBER TAPE with 

resin content by weight at 40%, tape width 166 mm and tape thickness 0.16 mm and  the 

CF/(PC/ABS) TENCATE CETEX TC920 PC/ABS CARBON FIBER TAPE with resin content 

by weight at 45%, tape width 168 mm and tape thickness 0.13 mm. 
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Van Wees[49] have the possibility to make 0,12 mm thick melt impregnated tapes with an 

inline extruder and they can impregnate CF with PP, PA, PC etc. but PC are just under the 

limit of what their machines can do because of maximum temperature.  

Their price is € 75 per kg for each tape type (PP/CF, PA/CF, PC/CF). This price is based on 

the small quantity, being 25 kg per tape type. For small quantities price is independent of 

matrix price because of process costs, also the slitting costs are relatively high. At the 

moment the slitting takes the same time as the production of the UD tapes. 

They can also use Oxeon spread tow for impregnation but it will not influence the price 

because their spreading process is in line with the impregnation process. The temperature 

they heat up the fiber is adjustable from room temperature to 250 °Celsius. The temperature 

during impregnation varies from 220° to 350°Celsius. 

For big quantities around 8000 tons/year, they should make specific dedicated machines to 

produce the tapes without slitting. In the big quantity case will the price of the polymer 

definitely have an influence because they would buy 3000 – 4000 tons of polymer per year.  

 

5 CFRTP “organo sheet” manufacturing 

5.1 Chopping CFRTP 

To create laminates made of tape pieces it is of importance to have an effective chopping 

method. In this section studies and experiments of the most suited methods is presented and 

evaluated. 

 

5.1.1 Methods 

5.1.1.1 Chopper gun 

A chopper gun or variations of chopper guns are a very efficient way to cut fibers. That’s why 

chopper gun is the common method in the discontinuous glass fiber manufacturing. A 

chopper gun normally chops dry fibers so a CFRTP tape can require higher demands on the 

device.   

Chopper guns are usually build around the basic parts described in Figure 38 were the 

blades are twisted in an angle θ due to the lack of stability of the fibers. If the blades were put 

perpendicularly on the rotary cutter body all fibers would be cut at once while these twisted 

blades makes that only a few fibers are cut at the same time. Therefore the neighboring 

uncut fibers support and prevent bending of the tape. 
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Figure 38 Most important chopper parts [31] 

To improve the cutting strength the rubber roller can be switched to a hard roller with slots 

which corresponds to the blade placement on the rotary cutter body. The alternative cutting 

pattern in Figure 39 can be used to prevent bending of the CFRTP tape while cutting if the 

twisted blades still bends the tape under cutting. 

 

Figure 39 Alternative cutting pattern to rotary cutter main body in Figure 38. 

 

5.1.1.2 Cut and slit 

Normally CFRTP tapes are impregnated in larger widths than required for this work were 

widths below 15 mm are requested. To skip an separet step for slitting it can be a very good 

idea to slit at the same time as cutting. This slitting and cutting can be made the same way 

as in the chopper gun method described in section 5.1.1.1 but with a chopper/slitter drum like 

described in Figure 40 instead of the rotary cutter main body used in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 40 Chopper/slitter drum [31] 
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5.1.1.3 Guillotine cutting   

Guillotine cutting is not as effective as the chopper gun described in section 5.1.1.1 but have 

higher cutting strength. A guillotine cuts from one edge of the tape/sheet surface to the other 

to cut one part of the tape/sheet at the time, see the regular paper cutter guillotine in Figure 

41. 

 

Figure 41 Regular paper cutting guillotine [56] 

A regular paper cutting guillotine is not effective enough but if some sort of fast feeding of 

CFRTP tape are applied and the cutting handle changed to a motor-driven propeller with 

blades like described in Figure 42 it might be effective enough. 

 

Figure 42 Motor-driven cutting guillotine. 

 

5.1.2 Experiments 

5.1.2.1 Chopper gun 

The hand-held fiberglass CDA-08 Direct Drive Chopper [57] were bought and modified to cut 

CFRTP tapes. The CDA-08 chopper was air driven with a prescribed maximum pressure of 

80 Psi. The chopper gun worked as described in section 5.1.1.1, see Figure 43. The blade 

angle was θ=5° and the chopping length could be varied from ~5mm to ~60mm by assemble 

or disassemble additional blades to the rotary cutter main body. A new hood was created to 

fit 15 mm wide tapes instead of tows because it was a round hole from the beginning, see 

the new hood in Figure 45 and Figure 44. 
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The chopper had problems cutting through the CF/PP tape which is showed in Figure 46. It 

was possible to adjust the cutting force by adjust the rubber roller closer to the rotary main 

cutter body to get higher chopping force but then  the air pressure motor wasn’t strong 

enough. Therefore an electrical drilling machine was connected to the rotary main body 

shown in Figure 47 instead of the air pressure drive. This made so the chopper actually 

worked for a while but after about 100 chopped tape pieces the blades were too dull to cut 

through the tape. This technique might work with stronger blades and another material of the 

rubber roller. The best solution can be to change the rubber roller to a steel one with 

matching blades or slots, then it will work more like a guillotine, see section 5.1.1.3.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.2.2 Guillotine cutting 

A guillotine cutting experiment was performed to make tape pieces for the lamination 

experiments, see section 5.3.2. This cutting was made with a regular paper cutting guillotine 

which was mounted with a stop to provide the right tape length, see Figure 50. 8-12 tape rolls 

were hanged up on a rack and fed into the guillotine to make the cutting by hand as fast as 

possible, see Figure 49 and Figure 48. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43 Under the hood of the chopping 
device. The red arrows show the traveling of 
the tape while it being chopped between the 
rubber roll and the ratary cutter body with. 

 

Figure 44 The orange new 

hood from tape inlet side. 
Figure 45 The orange new 

hood from tape pieces 

output side. 

 

Figure 46 Results from chopping with the 
CDA-08 chopper driven with air pressure. 

 

Figure 47 CDA-08 chopper driven 
by an electrical drilling machine 

instead of air pressure. 
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This method worked well to this small scale chopping and the cut tape pieces length was in 

the range 23±3 mm. 

 

5.2 Placing CF tape pieces 

Next step to create laminates made of tape pieces is to place the tape pieces over a surface. 

In this section experiments are made and evaluated to find the best method that spread the 

tape pieces randomly over a flat surface. This to be able to create a laminate with same 

properties regardless of direction in the plane. 

 

5.2.1 Methods 

5.2.1.1 Pieces falling from height 

If pieces are cut or thrown from enough height they would theoretically fall down randomly 

because the air catches the lightweight pieces and shuffles them around. This is a very easy 

way to shuffle pieces but it is a big risk the pieces will fall down too randomly and therefore 

build a sheet with too many voids and uneven thickness. It is also possible to include the 

cutting of tape at the same step as shown in Figure 51 were the Chopper gun cutting method 

in section 5.1.1.1  is included. 

To keep scrap low it is needed to have walls which keep pieces inside the requested area or 

stack up pieces away from requested area and reuse them.  

This method has good possibilities for upscaling and machine investments are kept very low 

due to small number of functions as well as easy techniques. The challenge for upscaling 

could be the speed of the transportation belt maybe needs to be kept low because high 

speed could rearrange pieces in one direction, but on the other hand this new arrangement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48 CF/PP tape 
rolls hanged up on a 

rack. 

Figure 50 Paper guillotine 
with a stop to cut the tape 

in required length. 

 

 

 

Figure 49 CF/PP tapes 
fed into the paper 

guillotine. 
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could be welcome due to better material properties in that direction but with the drawback 

that other directions can get worse properties. 

 

Figure 51 pieces falling from height, randomization method sketch with the chopper gun cutting method 
included. 

 

5.2.1.2 Air blower  

The only difference from the method described in 5.2.1 is the air inlets for extra shuffling of 

the pieces see Figure 52 and Figure 53. It is possible to customize the airflow direction, 

speed and also varying these variables over time to optimize distribution of pieces. The extra 

air blow doesn’t have any notable effect on scalability, machine investments and 

manufacturing. 

 

Figure 52 Extra air blower shuffling to the pieces falling from height randomization method with the 
chopper gun cutting method included. 
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Figure 53 Alternative extra air blower shuffling to the pieces falling from height randomization method 
with the chopper gun cutting method included. 

 

5.2.1.3 Pieces falling from height in individual pipes 

Pieces falling from height in individual pipes is a further development on section 5.2.1.1 

Pieces falling from height to improve evenness of distribution over the laminate width. The 

improved evenness comes from the fact that one tape piece is dropped into each pipe at the 

same time and then directed to land on a certain area controlled by the pipes, see Figure 54. 

The inner diameter of the pipes need to be larger than the tape pieces diagonal if random 

“organo sheet” are requested but preferably not much larger to make the target area as small 

as possible. An easy way to control that one piece is dropped in each pipe at the same time 

is to combine this method with the slit and cut method described in section 5.1.1.2. 
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Figure 54 Sketch over the randomization method seen from the front: pieces falling from height in 
individual pipes combined with the cut and slit method. 

 

The pipes need to fill the width of the requested material but can be arranged in different 

ways in the machine direction as long as tape pieces are dropped into each pipe at the same 

time, for an example of pipe placement see Figure 55. 

 

Figure 55 Example of pipes placement over the belt on a belt press. 

 

5.2.1.4 Tumbler  

A tumbler with close gables and semi open drum like shown in Figure 56 can be used for 

randomization of tape pieces. It is of importance that the tape pieces falls out at a constant 

speed over the tumblers width to create an even distribution over the width of the laminate. In 
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regular processing with this technique tape pieces can be fed into the drum at a constant 

flow through a hole in the center axle.  

 

Figure 56 Sketch of a randomization tumbler seen from the front to the left and from the side to the right. 
In processing will the drum be filled with a lot more than one tape piece under randomization. 

The output rate of tape pieces can be varied by changing the distance between the ribs or 

maybe with some other shape than straight ribs.  

 

5.2.1.5 Vibrating plate 

A vibrating plate can be used to randomize the tape pieces angle and spread them over the 

laminate width. Tape pieces are fed into the trailing edge of a plate that leans forward with an 

angle α and vibrates to shuffle the tape pieces and make them move forward towards the 

lamination machine belt, see Figure 57. 

 

Figure 57 Vibrating plate randomization system 

This technique can be advanced with a structure of the plate to improve randomization or 

direct the tape pieces to certain requested angles. 
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5.2.1.6 Mix pieces in matrix slurry 

Tape pieces can be mixed with a whisk to a slurry of fibers and matrix if the fibers are short 

enough to keep straight and the tape has a binder strong enough to keep the shape of the 

tape pieces. This slurry can then be poured on a transportation belt and into a belt press to 

create plates of this slurry. Alternatively this slurry can be poured directly into the mold of the 

final part or combined with longer tape pieces. 

 

5.2.1.7 Oriented discontinuous CF “organo sheet” 

If the requested material is an oriented discontinuous CF “organo sheet” it is possible to use 

variants of the methods described above or to use other techniques.  

To get an exact orientation and location of the tape pieces each tape layer can be cut and slit 

directly on the transportation bands with a cut and slit drum described in section 5.1.1.2. 

Additional layers can be added before the belt press or in between two belt press steps. It’s 

easier to add the layer in between two belt press steps, but two belt press steps require 

additional machines and is more time consuming. 

It’s possible to let the tape pieces fall in an approximate direction by the use of pipes with 

smaller diameter than prescribed for random “organo sheets” in section 5.2.1.3. The shape of 

the pipes can also be of another shape than round and/or tilted in a certain angle. 

Another way to direct tape pieces in approximate directions is to make trenches in the end of 

the vibrating plate described in section 5.2.1.5.  

 

5.2.2 Randomization simulation 

To have the possibility to evaluate different randomization methods it’s important to know 

how a layup where the randomization is secured looks like. The randomized angles is 

divided in groups of 10° in the range 0-180° and the randomized column is divided in 15 

columns distributed over the “Organo sheet” width. This simulation is made with the 

randomization method in Microsoft Office Excel where the angle and column is randomized 

for 230 times, which means 230 tape pieces in reality, see examples of the distribution in 

Figure 58 and Figure 59. 

100 different randomization runs with 230 tape pieces each was made to get the standard 

deviation range. Standard deviation is between 1.99 and 5.90 for the column categorization 

and between 1.77 and 5.14 for amount of angle inside every 10° group.  
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Figure 58 Example of randomized column distribution over the “Organo sheet” width. 

 

 

Figure 59 Example of randomized fiber angles distribution over 180°. 

 

5.2.3 Randomization experiment 

Randomization experiments were performed to evaluate three chosen randomization 

methods. 

  

5.2.3.1 Falling pieces from height 

Falling pieces from height were chosen as the first randomization experiment because it is a 

very easy and cheap method.   

 

 Experiment set up 5.2.3.1.1

A cardboard container with the measurement 25x25x120 cm was used to prevent the 

CFRTP pieces from falling outside the target area. If an input varies too much the 

randomization can be caused of something that’s not intended to evaluate, therefore on top 

of the container there were two holes made to fit the chopper and to make it easier to hold it 

in the same position, see Figure 60. 
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Figure 60 Horizontal chopper installation, the cfrtp tape is fed into the small slit in the orange box and 
sprayed out on the opposite side and directly into the cardboard box. 

 

Underneath the box, which is bottomless, a paper already market with 15 columns was 

placed to make evaluation easier. The column width was 1,5 cm and at the edges about 1,5 

cm was taken away from measurement to reduce the involvement on fiber angle caused by 

the box see Figure 61.  

The tape pieces were vertically chopped into the box before randomization begun and 

columns were directed in the same direction as the chopped tape thickness direction, same 

as machine direction in Figure 51. The angle and column categorization was made with the 

graphic measuring tool Graphic Protractor II Version 1.4, see Figure 62. An estimation of 

error in measurement is that the angles differs most 2-3° from the measurements and 

column no more than 5% error. In reality columns and angles close to each other will support 

each other and therefore this is a satisfying measuring method for this evaluation despite the 

rough measurement.    

 

 

Figure 61 This paper was placed underneath the box to collect the pieces for angle and column 
evaluation. 
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Figure 62 Measuring of fiber angle 152° and categorized in column 7 for this tape piece. 

 

Thickness measurements after lamination will also characterize the dissipation over the width 

which is performed for this method in section 5.3.2.1.3 

 

 Results 5.2.3.1.2

Angles were just like in section 5.2.2 divided into groups of 10° in the range 0-180°. Two and 

a half papers like the one in Figure 61 where used to get 230 measurements (tape pieces) 

and from that the result standard deviation for column distribution was calculated to 4,49 and 

equivalent for angle was 4,27. See Figure 63 for column distribution over the width and 

Figure 64 for angle distribution. 

 

Figure 63 Column distribution over laminate width for CFRTP tape pieces falling from height. 

 

Figure 64 Angle distribution for CFRTP tape pieces falling from height. 
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 Conclusions 5.2.3.1.3

Both column and angle standard deviations for this technique is inside the ranges presented 

in 5.2.2 and this gives indications that this technique has the possibility to solve the 

requested randomization problem. To verify this result it is needed to make a more spacious 

evaluation and then a less time consuming method for tape evaluation is needed. 

 

5.2.3.2 Tumbler 

The tumbler randomization method was chosen as the second randomization method 

because it seems like a fast and relatively easy and cheap method. 

 

 Experiment set up 5.2.3.2.1

The tumbler was made almost in the same way as described in section 5.2.1.4. Extra feature 

is that the drum is placed in a box for easier manufacturing and to prevent tape pieces from 

flying all over the place. Also speed of the target paper is coupled to the drum for easier 

testing, see Figure 65. To fill the drum with tape pieces the drum needs to be despaired by 

loosen 2 screws and lift the lid off as shown in Figure 66.  

 Drum 

o Inner diameter: 150mm. 

o Outer diameter of gables made of MDF: 170mm. 

o Inner width: 305mm. 

o Outer width: 345mm. 

o Ribs are made of plastic coated steel ribs with diameter 6mm. 

 Box  

o The sides are made of MDF, 350mm high and 28,5mm wide inside. 

o The front and back are made of Plexiglas for better visualization, 330mm high 

and 365mm wide inside. 

o There is a slot in the middle of each side from 160mm height up to make drum 

height adjustable. 

 Crank device 

o Thoroughgoing 620mm long M12 axle. 

o 85mm long crank arm made of wood is attached to the axle. 

 Pulling device 

o A 25mm wide polyethylene band is attached on the drum gable and led to a 

steel rod turning point and attached to the target paper see Figure 65. 

 Target paper 

o 18 sets of 20mm wide columns over the 360mm wide paper. 

o 5 sets of 360x360 mm boxes over the 2m long paper. 
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Figure 65 Empty tumbler with a long moveable paper underneath that’s coupled to the tumbler speed with 
a plastic band. 

 

 

Figure 66 To fill up the drum with tape pieces open the drum, loosen one screw at each gable, lift of the 
lid and pour tape pieces evenly in the drum.  

 

The tape pieces was measured and categorized in a computer the same way described in 

section 5.2.3.1.1. 

 

 Results 5.2.3.2.2

First some test was made to find the right tumbler speed, tumbler height over ground and 

amount of CFRTP pieces. As shown in Figure 67 a tumbler loaded with too high amount of 

CFRTP or too low/high speed results in places with higher/lower density. The right picture in 

Figure 67 with speed 0.7 m/sec shows the most evenly distribution and is therefore used as 

setup to bring the results in Figure 68 and Figure 69. The height of the tumbler center axle 

was chosen to the maximum height 25 cm to get the best angle spread in case the pieces 

tends to fall out from the tumbler in a certain angle. 
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Figure 67 Tumbler test from the left speed: 0.7 m/sec, speed 1.3 m/sec, speed 0.2 m/sec and speed 0.7 
m/sec. In the picture to the left the tumbler is loaded with 459 g CFRTP and center of the tumbler is set to 
14 cm, in the other pictures the tumbler is loaded with 78 g CFRTP and center of the tumbler is set to 25 
cm.  

 

Before measurement begun the outer columns was excluded because of edge interference 

caused of the box or the smaller inner width of the drum. Angles were like in section 5.2.2 

and 5.2.3.1.2 for this method divided in groups of 10° in the range 0-180°. 230 

measurements (tape pieces) was performed and from that result standard deviation for 

column distribution was calculated to 6,72 and equivalent for angle was 3,78. See Figure 68 

for column distribution over the width and Figure 69 for angle distribution.  

 

Figure 68 Column distribution for tumbler randomization over laminate width for CFRTP tape pieces. 

 

Figure 69 Angle distribution for tumbled CFRTP tape pieces. 
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 Conclusions 5.2.3.2.3

This method shows a big weakness for tape spreading over the width. The standard 

deviation for column distribution is almost 15% over the range presented in section 5.2.2 

while angle standard deviation distribution is inside the requested range.  

The reason to the bad column distribution seems to be that sometimes when a tape piece fall 

out, it tends to drag more tape pieces out at the same time and this creates places with extra 

much tape pieces. This could maybe be prevented with different rods or rod setup. Drum 

speed can also be tuned more but that solution doesn’t seem to be enough due to the speed 

check test made in the beginning of this experiment. 

 

5.2.3.3 Pieces falling from height in individual pipes 

Pieces falling from height in individual pipes were chosen for evaluation to see if it’s possible 

to make a more even column distribution from the technique in section 5.2.3.1  

 First evaluation 5.2.3.3.1

This method was first tested by using a 420mm long vertical pipe with the diameter 35mm as 

the place where randomization will take place. The pipe was attached on the side of a 

cardboard box with lower opening a few centimeters over the ground. A slit with the 

measurements 200x16x4 mm was mounted on top of the pipe to give tape pieces almost the 

same input angle to the randomization pipe. For evaluation a few tape pieces were dropped 

at 5 places along a straight line and as you can see in Figure 70 the result become pretty 

spread out which was the opposite to the purpose of this method.  

It was obvious that the problem was that the tape pieces fell at a too high speed or that the 

surface was too hard and made the tape pieces bounce and landed far away from the first hit 

on the ground. Therefore a lightly blowing airbrake was introduced in the bottom of the pipe 

with a standard air blow gun and as you can see in Figure 70, this result was a lot more 

satisfying. But it was hard to keep the airflow constant so in the main experiment of this 

method target surface was damped instead which is described in next section.   

                                                           

Figure 70 Introducing tests for a first evaluation of the method. To the left vertical pipe with a slit mounted 
on top and tape pieces falling down on a paper laying directly on the table. The right picture shows how 

an extra airbrake was introduced. 
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 Experiment set up 5.2.3.3.2

This main experiment to evaluate this method was performed with a damper mat instead of 

an airbrake that was purposed in section 5.2.3.3.1.  

1m long plastic pipe with an inner diameter of 28mm was chosen because it was the closest 

diameter to the used tape length 22mm in hand and the smallest possible pipe diameter to 

get a as small target area as possible that still ensures a satisfying randomization. As shown 

to the left in Figure 71 the pipe was mounted on the side of a cardboard box and the 

verticalness of the pipe was set with a plumb because otherwise there is a chance the gravity 

pulls the pieces to a certain side and influence the result.  The tape pieces were inserted to 

the randomization pipe through a 200mm long slit with the cross section 16x4 mm to give the 

tape pieces as equal inputs to the randomization pipe as possible. Target paper was marked 

with 5 sets of 15mm wide columns and to prevent pieces from bouncing away from the  

landing site a RTM bleeding mat was placed underneath the target paper. 

 

                         

Figure 71 Final setup for this method. From the left calibrating verticalness of the pipe with a plumb, 
middle picture shows the slit that is mounted on top of the pipe and how a tape piece is put in the system 

and in the left picture the target paper with a RTM bleeding mat underneath. 

 

 Results 5.2.3.3.3

To make the column results comparable to the results from earlier methods in section 

5.2.3.1.2 and 5.2.3.2.2 the 240 tape pieces used was divided into 15 groups with 16 in each, 

first 16 pieces in group 1, second in group two and so on. Each group was after this inserted 

in to a table and the middle of this table was the only part which could be used in this to 

make a laminate, see Figure 72. Because 15 columns was requested for comparison with 

earlier results the numbers below the red marked box in Figure 72 was removed  and joined 

together with corresponding upper part to build a matrix which has results from all 5 columns 

horizontal for every row. 
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Figure 72 Result from randomization with the pipe method, blue box marks first group of 16 tape pieces 
and the red box marks the results with results in all 5 columns that is approved to be used to create a 
laminate.  

 

Angles were like in section 5.2.2, 5.2.3.1.2 and 5.2.3.2.2 for this method divided in groups of 

10° in the range 0-180°. 240 measurements (tape pieces) was performed and from that 

result standard deviation for column distribution was calculated to 3,77 and equivalent for 

angle was 3,80. See Figure 73 for description of estimated column distribution over the width 

and Figure 74 for angle distribution. 

 

Figure 73 Tape distribution in 11 columns over laminate width for CFRTP tape pieces falling in individual 
pipes with the same amount of tape pieces fed into every pipe. 

 

Figure 74 Angle distribution for CFRTP tape pieces falling in individual pipes. 
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 Conclusions 5.2.3.3.4

This technique seems to be the best one of the three tested with column and angle standard 

deviations inside the ranges presented in 5.2.2. Both standard deviations are better than 

5.2.3.1 pieces falling from height without pipes. There is no reason why this technique has 

better angle distribution than the same technique without pipes but column distribution surely 

have some. Column distribution could also be trimmed to even better results with better 

damping, pipe measurements or other settings. But further studies with a lot more 

measurements needs to be done to verify the results. How uneven distribution influence 

visual look of laminate and mechanical properties will be examined in section 5.3 and 7. This 

is also a more time consuming and costly technique than without pipes and this could be 

compared in section 5.4 Scalability. 

 

5.3 Impregnation and consolidation  

5.3.1 Methods 

The best methods suited for impregnation and consolidation in large scale manufacturing of 

CFRTP parts is belt press and press molding which both is described below. This thesis work 

aim is to support the automotive industry with plates or rolls of a material that automotive 

industry later heats up and presses to the shape they want. Effectiveness of the belt press 

makes it suitable for manufacturing the plates or rolls delivered to the automotive industry 

and the shape versatility makes press mold best suited for automotive industry to use to 

shape the final part. 

 

5.3.1.1 Belt press 

A belt press is a very good solution for big scale CFRTP impregnation and especially if the 

material input and output will be continues i.e. that the material is rolled up after impregnation 

in long length. But if material input and output handling is relatively fast this is still a more 

efficient solution than normal press molding, press molding is described in section 5.3.1.2.  

In a belt press it is possible to insert either interlinked material or none interlinked material 

because it is possible to use a carrier surface before the lamination take part as shown in 

Figure 75.  

The heating zone liquefies or softens the inserted TP and the cooling zone solidifies it again. 

While the TP are soft or liquid, a pressure is applied to consolidate the CFs and the TP by 

packing it together to get rid of trapped air and get stronger couplings between the fibers. 

This pressure can be applied at one point in between two barrels or at several points with 

several barrels couples where the most common solution is to apply the pressure in between 

two barrels at the end of the heating zone when the TP is as soft as possible. There are also 

some solutions to distribute the applied pressure more evenly over the length by using stiffer 

bands or inserting stiff plates in the system but these solutions are in most cases expensive 

and more inefficient. 

Belt press is not creating the end product, end products require further press molding after 

the plates or rolls are created, therefore it is not required that the material have better 

consolidation than it is easy to handle(don’t fall apart) at this step. But if high consolidation is 
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requested it is a good idea to apply pressure at several points because TPs have relatively 

high viscosity. Varying pressure make it easier for the TP to flow because when the pressure 

is high the fibers is well packed together and a less porous medium is created which prevent 

flow at the same time as the pressure is applied to create flow of the TP. Another way to 

improve consolidation is to have holes or channels in the bands to create a shorter way for 

trapped air or residual TP to travel and maybe also with support from vacuum in these 

channels.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

CFRTP prepreg material makes the flow paths short which make it easier to create the 

requested rolls or plates but if satisfying wet out is reachable with CF and TP separated 

before the consolidation takes part it is possible to insert the TP in several forms like for 

example film, web, commingled with the fibers, powder or pellets which is more described in 

section 4.2. 

In the case when a sandwich product is requested a combination of dry fibers and already 

impregnated fibers are used, for example with short impregnated fibers in the middle and 

longer at the surfaces. The short fibers will improve flow and distribute the matrix evenly over 

the dry fibers and give a relatively short travelling path for the TP matrix to wet the dry fibers 

if thin layers of dry fibers are used.  

 

5.3.1.2 Press molding 

Plates can be created by press molding but it is not a technique that is as effective as the 

belt press technique but it is very well suited for pressing the material to its final shape. The 

press molding technique for CFRTP material builds on the technique that a heated material 

is pressurized in between two molds with requested shape, trapped air flows out, the TP 

distributes and wet the fibers, material cools down and solidifies, mold opens and the 

requested part can be lifted out from the mold.  

There are presses without heating and cooling systems, presses with heating or cooling and 

presses with both heating and cooling like the one sketched in Figure 76. For large scale 

manufacturing of CFRTP the press with constant cooling is the best solution because it is 

time- and energy-consuming to heat and cool the mold. Therefore it be can of importance to 

either have a structure that holds together when the material moves from an external heater 

or to have a carrier that holds the material together under transportation to the mold. A 

carrier can be a part of the final product, removed after molding and in some cases when the 

structure is semi locked together be removed before molding. 

Material input 

Material output 

Heating zone 

‘ 

 

Cooling zone 

Figure 75 Sketch picture of a belt press 
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The most usual way to cool a mold is to have flowing cold water led inside the mold which is 

made of a material that transport the heat away relatively fast like for example steel. This 

way the cool water will rise in temperature and transport the heat out from the mold to a 

cooler or to a drain.  

Heating can be accomplished by conduction, radiation or friction where the most common in 

mold heating is electrical conduction and out of mold it is common to use radiation heating to 

heat up sheets before transportation to a mold. If it’s crucial that the material heats up in the 

mold and speed is of importance microwave heating can be a solution that only heats up the 

material and not the mold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To improve consolidation or reduce molding time the same methods as described in section 

5.3.1.1 can be used i.e. varying pressure, holes or channels.  

To reduce flow from the edges it is possible to use some kinds of borders to keep the 

material in place. These borders should preferably not be too sealing because the trapped air 

needs to be let out from the mold and this means in most cases that also some of the TP 

matrix flows out to give room for the air to leave.   

  

5.3.2 Experiment 

Two belt press experiments where performed to evaluate the making of the plates with the 

purpose to be delivered to the automotive industry for pressing to shape. Two press molding 

experiments were  also performed to evaluate how the material in the end product can be 

made, looks like and to test mechanical properties on the contemplated end product material.  

 

5.3.2.1 1st lamination in belt press with prepreg tape 

First belt press lamination was done to tune in the settings for future lamination in the same 

belt press. 

 

Material 

Lower mold 

Upper mold 

Force 
Cooling channels Heating channels 

Figure 76 Sketch over a flat press with both heating and cooling 
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 Experiment setup 5.3.2.1.1

A belt press with the belt width 600 mm was used to consolidate prepreg tape pieces into 

plates in this experiment, see Figure 77. 

  

Figure 77 Belt press 

  

Tape pieces were first placed on a carrier and then they were placed on a lower silicone 

transportation band which moved at a constant speed. After about 1.5 m the lower band with 

the material on top is met by an upper silicone band with the same speed and without any 

notable pressure applied. During this stage heat applies over 1,7 m by radiators from the 

above and underneath the bands with the tape pieces in the middle. When the material is 

heated up the bands and material is squeezed in between two barrels to apply pressure. 

After the barrels, cooling is applied above and underneath the bands for 1 m with the 

material still in the middle of the bands and when cooling is done the upper band is led away 

and the lower band continue for about 1.5 m and during this distance it is possible to pick up 

the finished plate by hand, see Figure 78.  

 

Figure 78 The belt press tunnel layout. 

 

The belt press includes two adjustable heating zones placed after each other with the 

maximum temperature of 220°C. Cooling zone is adjustable in the range bigger than the 

machine can handle due to boiling or frost inside the machine but at least 10°C to 85°C 

degrees is possible to set the cooling to. Pressure is adjustable from 0 bars to 7 bars and the 

gap between the barrels can be set to 0, 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm or 5mm. Speed of the 

bands can be adjusted from 2 m/min to 10 m/min 
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 Material and spreading 5.3.2.1.2

This first belt press experiment was performed with a 0,23 mm thick and 15 mm wide CF/PP 

tape with weight fraction fibers ~45% made by Van Wees [49]. The PP in this tape is from 

Lyondell Basell with the name Moplen EP 548S [49]. 

The tape pieces in this experiment was cut with a regular scissor without any special length 

measuring system, therefore the tape pieces length could vary from around 15 mm to 35 

mm. These tape pieces were poured out from a bucket onto a carrier and distributed 

relatively evenly by hand over a quadratic surface with the edges about 15-20 cm wide, see 

Figure 79.   

 

Figure 79 Tape pieces distributed relatively even in quadratic shape on a silicon paper 

 

 Results 5.3.2.1.3

In this experiment two of the possible variables kept constant was cooling and speed of the 

belts. Cooling was set to 20°C, a few degree lower would not make a big difference because 

heat transmission involves too much in this case. Speed was set to the lowest possible, 2 

m/min to get enough heat in the middle of the stack when pressure was applied and also 

cool the plate as much as possible. 

The variables in this experiment were gap size, heating temperature, barrel pressure and 

carrier material. Gap size prevents the barrels to move closer than set gap size and this 

could be done to prevent flow or give the plates a decided thickness. High heating 

temperature lowers the viscosity of the TP and higher pressure raises the propelling force of 

the material and therefore both are a source to higher amount of flow. Silicone carrier 

material is only chosen to avoid that material get stacked to the bands. 

The result from this experiment is presented by visually grading four different categories of 

goals where 10 is excellent and 0 is really bad, see Table 4 thickness and Figure 80 to see 

the shapes of the plates after consolidation. “Wet out” is a measurement of how much the TP 

matrix has wetted the fibers. “Tape form” grades how good the form of the initial tape pieces 

keeps its form under lamination. “Surface” tells about how smooth the surface is.  “Form” 

grading is low if the inserted plate form of the spread tape pieces has changed much.  

Thickness was varying pretty much in this experiment because this was only a first test to 

trim and evaluate machine settings for future tests but it was only the 1st plate that became 

over 3 mm thick, see plate ID 1 in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Results from 1
st

 band press experiment. If the same plate ID appears more than once in the table 
the second or third one is created by laminating the plate above again.  

 
Plate 

ID 

Variable settings Results graded visually from 0-10  

Comments 
Gap 
[mm] 

Heater 
[°C] 

Pressure 
[Bar] Carrier Wet out Tape form Surface Form 

1 0 210 6,8 
PP web  
underneath 2 2 2 3 

Stacked against the bands and  
very hot, probably caused by  
to thick plates (over 4mm thick) 

1 0 210 6,8 
PP web  
underneath 4 2 2 3 Stick against the bands tendency   

2 0 210 6,8 
Silicone paper 
over and under 9 0 1 0 

 

3 0 195 6,8 
Silicone paper 
over and under 4 2 1 2 

 

4 0 180 6,8 
Silicone paper 
over and under 7 0 1 0 

 

5 0 170 6,8 
Silicone paper 
over and under 3 8 2 9 First plate that kept form ok 

6 0 165 6,8 
PP web  
underneath 2 10 1 9 

 

10 5 170 6,8 
Silicone paper 
over and under 2 10 1 x 

Some tape pieces stacked against 
The bands. 

10 3 180 6,8 
Silicone paper 
over and under 7 7 4 7 

 

10 1 190 1,2 
Directly on the 
bands 8 6 8 7 

 

11 3 190 2 
Silicone paper 
over and under 6 8 6 7 

 

11 2 190 1,5 
Directly on the 
bands 7 7 7 7 
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Figure 80 The plates after their last belt press run marked with ID number in red text 

A USB microscope [50] with 900x magnification was also used to evaluate the impregnation 

from this technique. The plate with ID 11 in Table 4 was crosscut with a metallic saw and 

polished with wet emery papers with the grits 500, 1000 and last 2000 to get a watchable 

surface. See results for areas with no holes in Figure 82 and Figure 81 but there were 

around 15 smaller holes like the one shown in Figure 83 and the biggest was about 

0,8x0,3mm2 which can be seen in Figure 84.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

11 10 5 6 

4 

3 

2 

Figure 82 Plate 10 cross 
section without voids but there 
is some places with a lot of 
plastics and other places with 
a lot of fibers 

Figure 81 Plate 10 cross 
section without voids but there 
is some places with a lot of 
plastics and other places with 
a lot of fibers 

Figure 83 A hole with a size 
~0,1x0,35mm

2
 that appeared 

around 15 times in different 
places in the ~2x150 mm

2
 big 

cross section of plate 10 
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Figure 84 The biggest hole in the cross section is showed in all three pictures and the size was about 
0,8x0,3 mm

2
. 

 

 Conclusions 5.3.2.1.4

It was of importance not to use to high pressure or temperature to prevent destroying the 

shape of the tape pieces or the shape of the plate. But to make the sheets manageable after 

pressing it was requested that the temperature and pressure was high enough to glue the 

tape pieces together through the laminate thickness. It was harder to get an even 

consolidation of thicker plates than of thinner which probably can be solved with lower speed 

or longer heating area. Another problem with thick plates was that it wasn’t cooled down 

enough and was therefore stuck end destroyed at the end of the bands, this was solved by 

using silicone paper under and above the stack but it can probably also be solved by the use 

of lower speed or longer cooling area.   

The holes found from the microscopic inspection is no problem as long as the plates is 

manageable because the objective of these plates is that they should be pressed one more 

time.  

 

5.3.2.2 Lamination in belt press with PP web and dry fibers  

This lamination was done 28/1 2015 to evaluate impregnation dry fibers with a PP web. 

 Experiment setup 5.3.2.2.1

The same experiment setup as described in section 5.3.2.1.1 where used.  

 Material and spreading 5.3.2.2.2

As spread tow was the Textreme 32 UD UTS made at Oxeon AB with epoxy binder used. As 

matrix the 20g/m² PP 5000 was used and had the form of a web which was manufactured by 

AB-Tec (51).  

The spread tow pieces were cut with a regular scissor without any special length measuring 

system, therefore could the tape pieces length vary from around 15 mm to 35 mm. Half of 

these spread tow pieces were poured out from a bucket onto a silicone paper carrier and 

distributed relatively evenly by hand over a quadratic surface with the edges about 15-20 cm 

wide. On top of this a number of PP web layers was put and finally the other half of the 

spread tow was distributed on top, see Figure 85. In one of the test all spread tow was 

distributed underneath the PP web and in one test an extra layer of PP web was placed at 

the surfaces after first lamination.  
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Figure 85 Spread tow pieces over and under some layers of PP web and with a silicone paper underneath 
as carrier. 

 

 Results 5.3.2.2.3

The same constants, variables and grading as described in section 5.3.2.1 were used and in 

the same way.. 

The grading in Table 5 and the pictures in Figure 86 to Figure 89 shows huge problems 

wetting dry fibers by the use of this method despite thin plates with the theoretical thickness 

~0,65-0,75 mm were created.  
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Table 5 Results from dry CF/PP web band press experiment. If the same plate ID appears more than once 
in the table the second, third and so on is created by laminating the plate above again. 

 
Plate 

ID 

Variable settings Results graded visually from 0-10  

Comments 
Gap 
[mm] 

Heater 
[°C] 

Pressure 
[Bar] Carrier 

Wet 
out 

Tape 
form Surface Form 

7 0 180 6,8 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 3 3 5 0 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web in the 

middle of 2*4g CF 

8 0 170 1,1 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 2 5 5 6 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web in the 

middle of 2*4g CF 

8 0 170 4 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 5 2 7 3 

1g extra PP on the surfaces, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web in the 

middle of 2*4g CF 

9 2 170 1 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 0 x 1 

8 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 

9 2 180 1 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 0 x 1 

8 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 

9 2 190 1 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 0 x 1 

8 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 

9 2 210 1 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 1 x 1 

8 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 

9 0 210 0,5 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 1 5 1 

7 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 

9 0 210 0,8 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 2 4 2 

6 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 

9 0 210 1,2 

Silicone 

paper over 

and under 3 2 2 

3 but 

bended 

PP have not flow through CF, 

~150*150mm, 10g PP web on top of 8g 

CF 
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 Conclusions 5.3.2.2.4

It was possible to make thin manageable sheets in this manner but the fibers are still very dry 

and will therefore obstruct sawing. The dry fibers will also make next pressing more time 

consuming and harder to perform. This method is rejected for this thesis work because of the 

recited drawbacks and the fact that this method still requires spreading and binding of the 

tows which is probably as time consuming and costly as fully impregnating the tapes directly.   

 

5.3.2.3 2nd lamination in belt press with prepreg tape 

Second belt press lamination was performed in order to fine tune the settings from first belt 

press lamination described in section 5.3.2.1 and to create material to the first press molding 

experiment at Sicomp, see section 5.3.2.4. 

Figure 88 Upper side of plate 9 
after last run 

Figure 89 Lower side of plate 9 
after last run 

 

Figure 86 Plate 7 after lamination Figure 87 Plate 8 after last lamination run 
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 Experiment setup 5.3.2.3.1

The same experiment setup as described in section 5.3.2.1.1 was used.  

 

 Material and spreading 5.3.2.3.2

This second belt press experiment was performed with a CF/PP tape with weight fraction 

fibers ~45% made by Van Wees [49]. The tape width was 15 mm and the theoretical 

thickness was ~0,15 mm but measured  was ~0,18 mm probably caused by bad wet out of 

the fibers. PP in this tape was Lyondell Basell Moplen EP 548S and the fibers was Mitsubishi 

Pyrofil TR 50S 15L.  

The length of the tape pieces in this experiment was cut to 23±3 mm with the guillotine 

technique described in section 0.  

After cutting these tape pieces randomized were like in the experiment described in section 

5.2.3.1 with two differences. One difference was that the tape pieces were poured from a 

bucket into a funnel which leads the tape pieces into the randomization box. The second 

difference was that some of the plates were made smaller and for this a cardboard box with 

the measurements 13x13x120 cm was used instead of the bigger box, see Figure 90.  

 

Figure 90 The small randomization box with measurements 13x13x120 cm 

 

 Results 5.3.2.3.3

The same constants, variables and grading as described in section 5.3.2.1 were used and in 

the same way. 

First plate, see Table 6 plate ID 12, was made with the theoretical thickness 3,33 mm which 

was too thick because the middle tape pieces didn’t melt at all and therefore all other plates 

created was with the theoretical thickness of 1,67 mm.  

The most important in this experiment was to consolidate the plates so that they are easy to 

move by hand and sticks together while sawing with a band saw or similar. At the same time 

it’s also desirable that both plate and tape pieces keep their form. All plates in Table 6 with a 

wet out grade of 1 or higher was possible to move, all graded 2 or higher was possible to 

saw but with some tape pieces falling off and the plates with wet out grade 4 was very easy 

to saw. As showed in Table 6 all plate kept their form very good while the form of the tape 
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pieces was a little bit worse but still ok in most cases. An example of the form of the plates is 

showed in Figure 92 with the belonging spread non-consolidated tape pieces showed in 

Figure 91.  

 

Table 6 Results from 2
nd

 band press experiment. If the same plate ID appears more than once in the table 
the second or third one is created by laminating the plate above again and if the ID number is multiplied 
with a number that means that so many plates as the number was created with the same setup.  

 

Plate 

ID 

Variable settings Results graded visually from 0-10  

Comments 

Gap 

[mm] 

Heater 

[°C] 

Pressure 

[Bar] Carrier 

Wet 

out 

Tape 

form Surface Form 

12 

4 180 1,5 Silicone 

on both 

sides 

0 10 0 9 till 10 87,55g tapes, plate size 130*130mm 

12 

4 190 1,5 Silicone 

on both 

sides 

0 9 0 9 till 10 87,55g tapes, plate size 130*130mm 

12 

4 210 1,5 Silicone 

on both 

sides 

1 4 1 9 till 10 87,55g tapes, plate size 130*130mm 

13 

2 170 7 Silicone 

on both 

sides 

1 10 1 9 till 10 43,78g tapes, plate size 130*130mm 

13 

2 180/175 

Upper/ 

lower 

7 Silicone 

only 

under 

1 9 1 9 till 10 43,78g tapes, plate size 130*130mm 

14*5 

2 180/175 

Upper/ 

lower 

7 Silicone 

only 

under 

2 8 1 9 till 10 43,78g tapes, plate size 130*130mm 

15*2 

2 180/175 

Upper/ 

lower 

7 Silicone 

only 

under 

2 7 1 9 till 10 43,78g tapes, plate size 130*130mm, 2 runs  

16 

2 180/175 

Upper/ 

lower 

7 Silicone 

only 

under 

2 9 1 9 till 10 121,60g tapes, plate size 250*250mm 

17 

2 180/175 

Upper/ 

lower 

7 Silicone 

only 

under 

2 8 1 9 till 10 121,60g tapes, plate size 250*250mm, 2 runs 

18*2 

1 185/180 

Upper/ 

lower 

1,5 Silicone 

only 

under 

4 5 3 9 till 10 121,60g tapes, plate size 250*250mm, 2 runs, 

one piece uneven due to bad tape spread or 

that the material skidded inside the machine. 
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 Conclusions 5.3.2.3.4

3,33 mm thick plates was not possible to consolidate through the thickness because the 

material wasn’t heated enough in the middle. The 1,67 mm thick plates had more even 

consolidation through the thickness if the applied pressure and temperature where enough. 

There was still hard to keep the shape of the tape pieces while the consolidation was good 

enough and therefore can it be required to reduce plate thickness more if not another 

machine with longer heating area or the possibility to use lower speed are used. 

The 1,67 mm plates was possible to run without silicone paper but the lower silicone paper 

were still included in the belt press run because it was needed as carrier between the 

randomization and the belt press 

 

5.3.2.4 Plate pressing at Sicomp 

A plate press experiment was performed at Sicomp [53] 23-24/2 2015 to tune settings for 

later manufacturing of plates at KTH described in section 5.3.2.6. 

 

 Experiment setup 5.3.2.4.1

A close hydraulic plate press, see Figure 93, was used to perform better consolidation from 

the CFRTP plates created in section 5.3.2.3. The bigger plates were cutout with a band saw 

to fit in the tool while the smaller were put in the middle of the tool and therefore allowed 10 

mm flow at each edge. The close plate press had a 150x150 mm square pressure area with 

rounded corners and was about 50 mm deep, see Figure 94.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 91 The plate with ID 13 before first 
consolidation run 

Figure 92 The plate with ID 13 after second 
consolidation run  
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Maximum temperature is not said for this press but PP degrades in high temperatures so 

220°C was the highest used in this experiment. Both molds were heated with electrical 

elements inside and cooled by pipes with normal tap water, see Figure 95 and Figure 96. If 

nothing else is marked was material always heated up by immediately closing the mold after 

placing the material inside and apply said pressure for one second, this will probably only 

speed up the heating and not influence to extra flow on the surfaces because it was always 

possible to at least close the mold 2mm extra after heating. Distance between the molds was 

measured by hand with a slide caliper, see Figure 97. Load was measured with a dial 

indicator on the top of the press showed in Figure 93 which had bad accuracy. Therefore the 

force calibration ring in Figure 98 was used to get the accurate force for displayed load 

shown in tons for forces below 50 kN which was the maximum for the pressure ring, loads 

above 50 kN was estimated from the curve these values formed. From these forces the 

pressure was then calculated with the equation: 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
Force

Plate area
 . 

                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 93 Close plate 

press at Sicomp[52]. 
Figure 94 Material stuck to the upper mold and some flow 

from the edge 

Figure 96 Heating 
and temperature 

sensor cables 

Figure 96 Cooling 
pipes 

Figure 98 Pressure 
calibration ring 

Figure 97 Plate gap 
measuring 
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 Results 5.3.2.4.2

The calibration of the applied load was only possible for 5-8 ton displayed on dial indicator on 

the top of the press i.e. 5-18 bar and in this area the displayed load was proportional to the 

measured load on the calibration ring. Above 8 tons i.e. 18 bars the pressure values 

therefore are estimated and not verified. Controlled pressure lower than 5tons/5bar was not 

possible to establish with this press.   

Two of the plates were created without silicon paper on top and as a result got the plate 

really stuck to the upper mold and impossible to get loose without destroying it, see      

Figure 99. If both upper and lower silicone paper was used the plate was stuck in the lower 

mold like in Figure 100, but it was pretty easy to get the plate out from the lower mold with 

vacuum grabbing. The 130x130 mm plates required more flow and the shape of the tape 

pieces was therefore more destroyed than in the bigger plates that were cutout to fit in the 

tool with maximum 1mm gap at the edges. If the tape pieces were poured directly in the mold 

without pre consolidation like in Figure 102 even more edge flow developed. If the 

temperature and/or the pressure were to low was not the flow enough to accomplish full wet-

out, see Figure 101. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The goal was to get fully consolidated plates with the tape pieces shape kept intact. The 

most important variables to reach these goals was heat and pressure and to reach these it 

was important to get these to cooperate, higher pressure requires lower temperature and the 

opposite for high temperature to not destroy the shape of the tape pieces. The best visual 

result was accomplished for plate ID 18 in Table 7  with the heating temperature 220°C and 

the pressure 9 bars, but there were some other totally different settings that also had pretty 

nice results see Table 7, Figure 103 and Figure 104.  

Figure 101 Plate 15a after first pressing 

Figure 99 Plate 13a stuck to upper mold due to 
no silicone paper 

Figure 100 Plate in lower mold after pressing, 
later lifted out with help of a vacuum grabbing  

Figure 102 Plate 20a with loose tape pieces 
before heating and pressing. 
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Table 7 Table over variables and results for the plate press experiment at Sicomp[52] 

 

Plate 

ID 

 

 

 

 

Variables 

Tape pieces 

shapes  graded 

visually from 0-10 

Comments  

 

Belt 

press 

plate 

Heat 

[°C] 

 

Pressure 

[Bar] 

 

Silicon 

Paper 

 

Heat 

time 

[min] 

Heat + 

pressure 

time [min] 

Cooling + 

pressure 

time [min] 

Upper 

plate 

   side 

 

Lower 

plate 

side 

 

 12a 

 

12 170 28 Only 

under 

Long 3 2 Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

 Really stuck to upper mold, needed to 

scrape the material of with a knife. 

 Not fully wet out 

12b 

 

12 190 18 Only 

under 

Long 5 5 Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

 Tried to release leftovers from upper mold 

with better wet out. 

 Fell apart while loosening but less 

leftovers than in 12 a 

 Scraped leftovers away with knife 

12c 

12 190 28 Both 

sides 

Long  1 4 Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

  

12d 

12 210 28 Both 

sides 

2 2 4 1 1   

13a 

 

2*14 210 5 Only 

under 

None  1 sek + 4 

min 

without 

pressure 

4 without 

pressure 

Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

 Forgot upper silicone paper 

 Hard release and lots of leftovers 

13 

extra 

2*14 210 5 Only 

under 

Long  See 

comm. 

5 Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

 10 sets of 1 sec pumping with 5 tons 

 Still air inside 

13b 

2*14 210 18 Both 

sides 

Long 4 5 3 1  Edge effects on upper side. 

14a 

2*14 220 9 Both 

sides 

5 2 4 6 3  Edge effects on both sides. 

 3,6 mm thick after pressing 

15a 

 

 

13 + 

14 

160 28, 74, 

121 

Both 

sides 

5 2 + 4,5 + 

1 

4 Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

 2 min on 10 ton gave mold gap 6,3 mm 

 4,5 min on 20 ton gave mold gap 4.1 mm 

 1 min on 30 ton gave mold gap 3,8 

 Not fully consolidated at the corners, see 

Figure 102 

 3,8 mm thick after pressing 

15b 

13 + 

14 

170 74 Both 

sides 

5 1 4 8 3  Much edge effect on lower side. 

 3,5 mm thick after pressing 

16 

15 170 74 Both 

sides 

5 1 3 7 3  Much edge effect on upper side and 

some on lower side.  

 2,0 mm thick after pressing 

17 

17 

Sawed  

220 9 Both 

sides 

5 1 3 8 4  Sawed to fit in the mold 

 Some edge effects on both sides. 

 2,0 mm thick after pressing 

18 

16 + 

17  

Sawed  

220 9 Both 

sides 

5 2 4 9 7  Sawed to fit in the mold 

 No edge effects 

 4,0 mm thick after pressing 

19 

18*2  

Sawed  

170 74 Both 

sides 

5 2 4 9 3  Sawed to fit in the mold 

 No edge effects 

 3,5 mm thick after pressing 

20a 

 

56,04g

Tape 

pieces 

220 9 Both 

sides 

20  1 4 Not 

graded 

Not 

graded 

 Mold only closed without touching the 

material under heat up. 

 Small area without plastic 

 Yellow colored plastic leak out 
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Figure 103 Upper side of the plates after the plate press. Two of the plates were split in two because the 
cross section was also investigated with microscope 

 

Figure 104 Lower side of the plates in the same order as above.  

 

Plate 18 and 19 cross section was examined with microscope the same way as the plate in 

section 5.3.2.1.3. No holes where found in these plates but there is still visible that there is 

areas with much fibers and some with less fibers and more plastic, see Figure 106 and 

Figure 105. The difference between these two was hard to see but there were maybe a little 

advantage in the mixture of resin and fibers in plate 18 which was created with high heat and 

low pressure compared with plate 19. 

 

 

 2,5 mm thick after pressing 

20b 

56,04g

Tape 

pieces 

220 74 Both 

sides 

5 1 4 6 4  Some edge effects lower side 

 2,2 mm thick after pressing 
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 Conclusions 5.3.2.4.3

Silicone papers are required to prevent CF/PP material from sticking to the molds while 

pressing. Less flow and tape destroying at the edges was accomplished by cutout the plates 

from the belt press to fit in the close mold instead of having about 10 mm gap at the edges. 

The temperature/pressure setups 220°C/9bar and 170°C/74bar performed good 

consolidation and kept the shape of the tape pieces in a good way but because 220°C/9bar 

kept the shape of the tape pieces better on the lower side of the plate will this setup with only 

small changes be further examined at next plate press experiment, see section 5.3.2.6. 

 

5.3.2.5 3rd lamination in belt press with prepreg tape 

Third belt press lamination was performed 5/3 2015 and was performed to create the final 

“organo sheets” which is used as material in the plate pressing at KTH, see section 5.3.2.6.  

 

 Experiment setup 5.3.2.5.1

The same experiment setup as described in section 5.3.2.1.1 were used.  

 

 Material and spreading 5.3.2.5.2

This final belt press experiment was performed with two different CFRTP tapes.  

One of the tapes was the same as the one used in the second belt press experiment, see 

5.3.2.3.2, namely a CF/PP tape with weight fraction fibers ~45% made by Van Wees[49].The 

tape width was 15 mm and the theoretical thickness was ~0,15 mm but measured  was 

~0,18 mm probably caused by bad wet out of the fibers. PP in this tape was Lyondell Basell 

Moplen EP 548S and the fibers was Mitsubishi Pyrofil TR 50S 15L. 

The other tape was a TeXtreme spread tow impregnated at Van Wees[49].  

Figure 105 Microscope picture example of 
Plate 18 cross section. 

Figure 106 Microscope picture example of 
Plate 19 cross section. 
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 Spread tow: TeXtreme 32 UD UTS50S WO/25:32, product No: TeXtreme 5035, Lot 

No: 0880A01 made at Oxeon AB with ~3% epoxy binder. 

 TP resin: 90 wt% polypropylene (PP): Lyondell Basell Moplen EP 548S and 10 wt% 

maleic anhydride-grafted PP (MaPP): Orevac CA100. [49] 

 Weight of the tapes:  in the range 80-100 g/m2 and therefore is the TP resin content in 

between 58 and 67 wt% [49]. Fiber weight ordered was 45 wt% but Van Wees says 

this difference in the resin content is difficult to adjust and maintain in their small lab 

line.  

 Tape width: 15 mm, slit by Van Wees. 

 Tape thickness: 0,08-0,12 mm, ordered was 0,05 mm. 

The length of the tape pieces in this experiment was cut to 23±3 mm with the guillotine 

technique described in section 5.1.2.2.  

After cutting these tape pieces were randomized like in the experiment described in section 

5.2.3.1 with two differences. One difference was that the tape pieces were poured from a 

bucket into a funnel which leads the tape pieces into the randomization box, see Figure 108. 

The second difference for this experiment was that the plates were made bigger and for this 

the 25x25 cm cardboard box was chopped to the length 80 cm and put inside a hole on top 

of a bigger cardboard box with the measurements 30x35x120, see Figure 107. To make belt 

impregnation easier than in previous plate press experiment it was decided to make all plates 

in this experiment with the theoretical thickness 1 mm instead of 1,66 mm which was the best 

theoretical thickness in the earlier experiment, see section 5.3.2.3.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Results 5.3.2.5.3

Experiments settings in this third belt press lamination experiment was 2 m/s band speed, 1 

mm gap between the barrels, 1,2 bars barrels pressure, upper heat temperature 180°C, 

lower heat temperature 175°C, cooling 20°C and only silicone paper underneath the stack. 

Figure 107 The big 
cardboard randomization 

box used in this experiment. 

Figure 108 Tape pieces was 
poured in the funnel made of 

paper and led into the cardboard 
randomization box. 
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These settings was evaluated from the results in section 5.3.2.3 to be the most satisfying to 

keep the shape of the tape pieces and to make plates which is able to saw with a band saw. 

As shown in Figure 109, the thin CF/(PP+Mapp) tape pieces was more bended and therefore 

more airy packed than the thicker CF/PP tape pieces in Figure 110. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All plates in this experiment kept the shape of the tape pieces very well and the plates were 

also able to cut with a band saw. In all CF/PP plates it spots was with no material at all while 

in the CF/(PP+MaPP) plates no such spots was seen, see examples in Figure 112 and 

Figure 111. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Conclusions 5.3.2.5.4

It was possible to consolidate the CF/(PP+MaPP) material with the same settings as CF/PP 

material and the thinner theoretical thickness made both consolidation better with kept shape 

of the tapes. 

It was also visualized that thinner tapes distributes more even over the laminate because 

there was holes through the plates with thicker tapes while the plates with thinner tapes 

didn’t include any holes through the plate after lamination. 

Figure 111 Example of 
CF/(PP+MaPP) tape pieces after 

belt press consolidation. 

Figure 112 Example of CF/PP 
tape pieces after belt press 

consolidation. 

Figure 109 CF/(PP+MaPP) tape pieces after 
randomization. 

 

Figure 110 CF/PP tape pieces after 
randomization. 
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5.3.2.6 Plate pressing at KTH 

Plate press experiment was performed at KTH [54] to manufacture plates for mechanical 

testing of this material, see section 7. 

 

 Experiment setup 5.3.2.6.1

The Fontijne LabEcon 600 flat plate press located at KTH was used in this experiment, see 

Figure 113.  

 

Figure 113 The Fontijne LabEcon 600 flat plate press located at KTH. 

 

The Fontijne LabEcon 600 consists of a 2 columns press frame. These two columns are 

precision machined in such a way that they serve as guides for the press-table. The accurate 

prism guidance construction guarantees a high parallelism of the platens at all temperatures. 

The lower platen is connected to the hydraulic cylinder while the upper platen is mounted on 

the press frame. The hydraulic unit automatically adjusts increase or decrease in pressure, 

so that the pressure on the product is kept constant. 

It is possible in one cycle to heat-up and cool down the product. The platens are equipped 

with electrical cartridge heating elements and provided with cooling channels. The steel 

plates are designed in such way that an equal temperature-distribution over the platen 

surface is ensured.  

The press is equipped with digital press force and temperature controllers and a timer, which 

is mounted on the front of the control panel. With these controls press force curve could be 

set as well as temperature curve. The press heated up and cooled down with 10°C per 

minute and was hold under 1 minute with the final pressure, see Figure 115. The experiment 

was performed at two different final pressures but with the same heating pressure, see 

Figure 114.   
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Because the Fontijne LabEcon 600 press had flat plates in contrast to the close one at 

Sicomp, see section 5.3.2.4, where two frames with thickness 2 and 3 mm created to prevent 

flow from the edges of the plates while pressing, see Figure 116. The outer measurement 

was 400x400 mm and the inside 320x275 mm. The plate with thickness 2 mm was used to 

create the thinner plates and the 3 mm plate to create the thicker plates. 

 

 

Figure 116 Press frame made of steel. 

 

The frame used in the experiment was put on a steel carrier plate with the thickness 3mm. 

Inside and over the edges of the frame a 0,03 mm thin silicone plastic releaser was  put on 

top to prevent sticking of the material if flow from edges appear. 0,07 mm thick silicone 

papers were placed over and under the material to make a smother surface because the 

silicone films become wrinkled under layup.  Over this another 0,03 mm thick release film 

was placed and on top another 3 mm steel plate, see Figure 117. This whole layup were later 

put in the press for consolidation. The silicone film and paper reduces the thickness of the 

frames wit 0,03 + 2*0,07 = 0,17 mm which is preferable to get required pressure on the 

material but with the drawback that some flow will appear at the edges.   

Figure 115 The set theoretical temperature curve 
for this experiment. 

Figure 114 For this experiment the theoretical load 
curves that was set is shown in the same graph but 

used in individual experiments. 
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 Material  5.3.2.6.2

The material created in section 5.3.2.5 was used as base material in this experiment. The 

theoretical thickness of these belt pressed plates were 1 mm so to create a ~2 mm plate in 

this experiment two plates were placed together inside the 2 mm thick frame and to create ~3 

mm plates 3 belt pressed plates were placed together inside the 3 mm thick frame.  

All plates were cutout in a band saw to fit in the 320x275 mm frames with a Masonite plate 

underneath to prevent frying of the edges. Maximum 2 mm gaps alongside the edges were 

accomplished.   

 

 Results 5.3.2.6.3

As showed in Figure 118 and Figure 119 flow occurred from the edges which was good to 

satisfy the pressure as long as the tape pieces kept their shape, which they did, see Figure 

120 and Figure 121. After the plates were dismounted from the frame and realizers the 

excess material was trimmed away with a scissor.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3mm steel plates 0,03 mm silicone film 

0,07 mm silicone paper CFRTP material 

Steel frame 

Figure 117 Cross section in the middle of the layup later placed in the 
press. 

Figure 118 Frame being lifted 

away after pressing 

Figure 119 The silicone paper still 
on top of the pressed material which 

shows the size of the material 
before pressing. 

 

Figure 111Figure 119 The silicone paper 

still on top of the pressed material which 

shows the size of the material before 

pressing. 
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The pressed plates’ thicknesses were measured ~20 mm in from each edge in the middle of 

each side with a micrometer. Plate weight and flowed excess material was weighted, see 

Table 8. 7,9-20% of the material flowed from the edges, expected was 5,67% for the ~3 mm 

plates and 8,5% for the ~2 mm plates. This could be caused of lower fiber volume fraction 

than expected which will be investigated in 5.3.2.6.4. In this experiment the fiber volume 

fractions was 30% for the CF/PP tape and 24,5% for the CF/(PP+MaPP) used to calculate 

the amount of material to create 3 mm thick plates. 

Pressing force was raised from plate 3 to secure full wet out and there were no visual 

difference in the shape of the tape pieces but higher amount of flowed excess material, see 

the flow weight difference between plate 2 and 3 in Table 8. 

Table 8 The results after pressing. 

 

 

Plate Material 
Force/pressure  

[kN/bar] Weight 

Weight 
flowed  

% flowed 
material Plate thickness  

 
~Density  

material 
[g] 

total 
 weight 

Side 
1 

Side 
2 

Side 
3 

Side 
4 average 

kg/m
3 

1 CF/PP 50/5,68 192 
Not 

measured Not measured 2 2,05 1,91 1,98 1,985 1099 

2 CF/PP 50/5,68 186 30 13,88888889 1,9 1,87 1,89 1,92 1,895 1115 

3 CF/PP 90/10,23 180 44 19,64285714 1,82 1,85 1,85 1,85 1,8425 1110 

4 CF/PP 90/10,23 280 42 13,04347826 2,83 2,88 2,86 2,82 2,8475 1117 

5 CF/(PP+MaPP) 90/10,23 274 32 10,45751634 2,91 2,87 2,88 2,75 2,8525 1092 

6 CF/(PP+MaPP) 90/10,23 278 24 7,947019868 2,9 2,82 2,96 3,01 2,9225 1081 

7 CF/(PP+MaPP) 90/10,23 184 18 8,910891089 1,95 1,87 1,92 1,96 1,925 1086 

8 Plate 1+3 90/10,23 348 
Not 

measured Not measured 3,56 3,59 3,59 3,48 3,555 1112 

Figure 120 Example of a plate after trimming away 

the flowed material. 
Figure 121 Example of a close 
up of a plate after pressing and 

trimming. 
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 Results from fiber fraction measurements 5.3.2.6.4

An extra measurement of the fiber fraction was made of the CF/(PP+MaPP) tape because of 

the uneven thickness and of the CF/PP tape because of the difference between the 

theoretical and the measured thickness, see section 5.3.2.5.2.  

Fiber fraction measurements were made by Runar Långström at Swerea Sicomp in Piteå. He 

heated up 5 sets of 20x20 mm specimens of the two plates to 450°C in 1 hour and kept them 

in 450°C for 4 hours to burn everything about the fibers away. Weighting was done before 

and after the heating to calculate the percent fibers included in the plates. The results from 

this is showed in Table 9 were the Vf and plate density is calculated with the density of fibers 

= 1770 kg/m3 and the density of PP and MaPP = 910 kg/m3.  

Table 9 Fiber fraction measurements. 

Plate 6 (CF/(PP+MaPP)): Plate 8 (CF/PP): 

Specimen Wf (%) Vf(%) 
Plate density 

[kg/m
3
] Specimen Wf (%) Vf(%) 

Plate density 
[kg/m

3
] 

1 33,0 20,20589 1081 1 41,1 26,40307 1137 

2 32,6 19,91488 1081 2 40,8 26,16269 1135 

3 31,8 19,33686 1076 3 40,0 25,52595 1129 

4 33,7 20,71843 1088 4 40,9 26,24272 1135 

5 32,2 19,6252 1079 5 40,3 25,76401 1131 

Average: 32,7 20,0 1082 Average: 40,6 26,0 1134 

 

Tape thickness is calculated from the values in Table 9 and by the equations (4) – (6) for the 

two tapes. Plate 6 with surface weight fiber 32 g/m2 get a theoretical tape thickness of 0,090 

mm from calculations and plate 8 with surface weight fiber 86 g/m2 get a theoretical tape 

thickness of 0,187 mm. 

 

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =  
𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐶𝐹∗ (1−𝑊𝑓)

𝑊𝑓
    (4) 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =  𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 +  𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥    (5) 

𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑉𝑓∗𝜌𝑓+ 𝑉𝑚∗𝜌𝑚
     (6) 

 

 Conclusions 5.3.2.6.5

Using a frame to prevent flow from the edges wasn’t as effective as the close mold that was 

used in the previous plate press experiment, see section 5.3.2.4. The higher edge flow in this 

experiment developed because the frame only locks the material inside the frame when the 

final plate thickness is fulfilled, the press in section 5.3.2.4 locks in the material before any 

pressure is applied to the material.  
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5.4 Scalability 

As shown in Table 10 the most challenging part for scale up to full production is the tape 

manufacturing and chopping. From section 3.14 it is stated that VCC is looking for a supply 

exclude scrap of ~8000 tons/year of CFRTP material for their passenger cell manufacturing. 

If scrap is ~10% and the produced “organo sheets” are 1 m wide, 3 mm thick and Vf= ~34% 

then is the required machine speed 4,64 m/min if the machine produces 24/7 all year, see 

example 1 in Table 10. But for the same supply of chopped 15 mm wide and 0,05 mm thick 

tape the tape impregnation/chopping speed is raised to 18572 m/min which means that 1857 

machines with the maximum speed 10 m/min is required, see example 5 in Table 10. 1857 

machines are too many which makes it necessary to make wider tapes and slit them ether 

directly after the impregnation or even better at the same time as chopping which can be 

done with the method described in section 5.1.1.2. If the slitting and chopping technique is 

used for example 1 m wide and 0,05 mm thick tape can be produced with the production 

speed 278,57 m/min or in 28 machines if the maximum machine speed is 10 m/min, see 

example 4 in Table 10. The requested material if the entire passenger cell would be made of 

CFRTP would be ~32 000 tons. The machine speeds for the higher material request or if 

share scrap is higher are also included in Table 10.    

 

Table 10 Table over required manufacturing capacity for “organo sheet” and tape manufacturing to 
supply different amount of yearly produced material to production. Red text marks changes from the first 
calculation of each manufacturing type and 32000 tons is how much VCC requests if entire “body in 
white” would be made of CFRTP. 

 

"Organo sheet" 
manufacturing Tape manufacturing/chopping 

Example 1 2 3 4 5 6 

       CFRP mass requested yearly without scrap [tons] 8000 8000 32000 8000 8000 32000 

CFRP scrap [%] 10 50 10 10 10 10 

CFRP mass requested yearly including scrap [tons] 8800 12000 35200 8800 8800 35200 

CFRP mass per minute with non-stop manufacturing 
[kg/min] 16,74 22,83 66,97 16,74 16,74 66,97 

       Density fiber [kg/m3] 1770 1770 1770 1770 1770 1770 

Density matrix  [kg/m3] 910 910 910 910 910 910 

Weight fraction fiber 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Volume fraction fiber 
0,3395

5 
0,3395

5 
0,3395

5 
0,3395

5 
0,3395

5 
0,3395

5 

Width of created material [m] 1 1 1 1 0,015 1 

Thickness of created material [mm] 3 3 3 0,05 0,05 0,05 

Weight per meter of created material kg/m 3,606 3,606 3,606 0,060 0,001 0,060 

       Speed of machine to create requested CFRP mass [m/min] 4,64 6,33 18,57 278,57 18572 1114,3 

       Maximum machine speed [m/min] 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Number of machines needed to create requested CFRP 
mass 0,46 0,63 1,86 27,86 1857 111,4 

6 Simulation of tensile properties 
Numerical simulations of the tensile properties were performed for laminates with different 

amount of layers and randomization boundaries to evaluate the potential of random and 

oriented “organo sheets”. 
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6.1 Random “organo sheets” 

Tensile properties were calculated for a random “organo sheet”, short random tape pieces 

made of unidirectional fibers and matrix. If perfect matrix/fibers adhesion are fulfilled the 

mechanical properties can be described in each point of the surface by assuming continuous 

fibers in each layer in that point. Therefore a numerical simulation of the tensile property was 

performed for laminates with different amount of layers and randomization boundaries.  

 

6.1.1 Calculations  

The calculations below were programmed in Matlab [55]. The amount of layers varied from 1 

to 160 and 100 iterations was done at each 10 layers in this range to get a clue about how 

additional layers reduces size of the range between minimum and maximum of each 

property, see the Matlab code in appendix B. This calculation was also performed for the 

different volume fraction fibers 20%, 26%, 30%, 47% and 55% to have the possibility to 

compare with experimental values for laminates with different volume fraction fibers.  

This calculation can of course be trimmed to more accurate values by more iterations but 

100 iterations were already time consuming enough for the used computer capacity. 

Probability calculations are probably the best way to examine this but it requires more 

advanced calculations.    

 

Material properties for each layer: 

Before the laminate stack is built up it is needed to calculate the properties for each layer 

because each layer include two different materials with different material properties. Each 

single layer property is calculated in the fiber direction (marked with a subscripted 1), in the 

chord wise fiber direction (marked with a subscripted 2) and the shear properties as a 

combination of these two directions (marked with subscripted 12). The materials were in this 

case chosen to be CF and PP, see Table 11 for the properties of the chosen materials. The 

properties for each lamina are described in the stiffness matrix Q12 which is calculated by the 

equations (7)-(12). 

Table 11 Material properties of the included material. 

Carbon fiber (CF) Polypropylene (PP) 

E-modulus CF (Ef) = 230 GPa E-modulus PP (Em) = 1.3 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio CF (νf) = 0.3 Poisson’s ratio PP (νm) = 0.45 

Shear modulus CF (Gf) = Ef/(2*(1+ νf)) Shear modulus PP (Gm) = Em/(2*(1+ νm)) 

Volume fraction CF (Vf) = 0,2 to 0,55 Volume fraction PP (Vm) = 1-Vf 

 

E1 = Ef* Vf  + Em* Vm     (7) 

E2 = 1 / ( Vf /Ef  +  Vm /Em)      (8) 

G12 = 1 / ( Vf /Gf  + Vm /Gm)     (9) 

ν12 = νf *Vf  + νm *Vm     (10) 
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𝑺𝟏𝟐 =  [

1/𝐸1 −𝜈12/𝐸1 0
−𝜈12/𝐸1 1/𝐸2 0

0 0 1/𝐺12

]    (11) 

Q12 = S12
-1      (12) 

 

After the properties for each single layer has been calculated in fiber direction and in chord 

wise fiber direction, then the layers allocates a random angle θ in the range 0° to 180°. When 

the layer had an allocated angle θ was Q12 transposed to Qxy which describes the lamina 

properties in the global coordinate system. 

 

𝑻 =  [
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 −2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

]   (13) 

Qxy = T*Q12*T
-1     (14) 

 

Calculation of laminate tensile properties: 

To calculate the tensile properties for the laminate it was assumed that the material was thin 

and had equal properties at both sides of the centerline and therefore kept flat under tensile 

load.  

Each lamina was stacked like described in Figure 122. When all laminas were placed the 

extensional stiffness matrix A was calculated by the equation (15) and inverted to a by 

equation (16) to make it easier to calculate Ex, Ey and Gxy which was made by equation (17)-

(19). 

 

Figure 122 Laminate layup cross section of n laminas which have all fibers in one direction. Z describes 
the position of the laminas in the height h. 

 

𝑨 =  ∑ 𝑸𝒙𝒚
𝒊 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖−1)𝑛

𝑖=1      (15) 

a = 𝑨-1      (16) 

Ex = 1 / (a(1,1)/h)     (17) 
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Ey = 1 / (a(2,2)/h)     (18) 
 
Gxy = 1 / (a(3,3)/h)     (19) 

 

6.1.2 Results  

The E-module in a random “organo sheet” were in most cases distributed like in Figure 123 

with two tops and two bottoms but in some cases with only one top and one bottom like in 

Figure 124. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The E-module range contracts for additional layers but this range contracts less for high 

amount of layers compered to lower amount of layers. E-module range contraction flattens 

out from around 80 layers, see Figure 125. The same behavior can be seen for the shear 

modulus in Figure 126 with the difference that maximum shear modulus was very low for 1 

layer which was expected due to fibers in only one direction. Results for different volume 

fractions fibers can be seen in appendix C. 

 

  

Figure 125 Max and min E-module for 100 different 
random layups of each numbers of layers marked. 
The volume fraction fibers were in this case 30%. 

Figure 126 Max and min shear modulus for 100 
different random layups of each numbers of layers 

marked. The volume fraction fibers were in this 
case 30%. 

Figure 123 Example of a random “organo” 
sheet with 60 layers and Vf=30%. 

Figure 124 Example of a random “organo” 
sheet with 60 layers and Vf=30%. 

(P
a)

 

(P
a)
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Both the minimum E-module and maximum E module increases linear with increased Vf but 

as shown in Figure 127 the maximum E-module increases faster than the minimum. The 

percentile difference between minimum and maximum rises from 35% for Vf=20% and 43% 

for Vf=55%. 

 

 

Figure 127 Max and min E-module for 100 different random layups of the volume fraction fibers 20%, 26%, 
30%, 47% and 55%. The different volume fraction fibers laminates are all built up of 60 layers. 

 

6.1.3 Conclusions 

Additional random layers reduces the range between maximum and minimum E-module and 

shear modulus but the results shows that a fully in-plane isotropy cannot be reached at a 

predetermined point with this material. But in a regular laminate with tape pieces several 

stacks will work together and in this way cooperate to a more even distribution of the 

properties to handle loads over big areas. 

 

6.2 Oriented CF “organo sheet” 

Tensile properties were calculated for oriented CF “organo sheets” with different angle 

spread from govern directions to evaluate if it’s possible to advance the “organo sheet” to 

spread less between the minimum and maximum E-module. These calculations were also 

evaluates which randomization boundaries that makes it possible to anticipate the directions 

of minimum and maximum E-module. The Oriented CF “organo sheets” are build up like the 

laminate in Figure 128. If for example X° are set to 10° will the angles in 0° direction be 

randomized between -10° and 10° and 90° direction between 80° and 100°.  

 

Figure 128 Cross section of an oriented CF “organo” sheet where X° stands for the randomization 
boundary.  

 

 0° ± X° 90° ± X° 
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6.2.1 Calculations  

The same calculations and Matlab program as in section 6.1.1 where used to calculate the 

properties for an oriented CF “organo sheet”. The only difference is that in this case the 

angles are in the transpose matrix T randomized inside the boundary conditions described in 

Figure 128 instead of 180° degree random for each layer. 

 

6.2.2 Results  

Results show that it’s possible to know the directions for maximum and minimum E-module 

up to the angle variance ~30°, see Figure 129 to Figure 133. 
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Figure 129 Oriented CF ”organo” sheet with 0° 
variation from the fiber orientations 0° and 90°, 

Vf=30%. 

Figure 130 Oriented CF ”organo” sheet with 
±5° variation from the fiber orientations 0° and 

90°, Vf=30%. 

Figure 131 Oriented CF ”organo” sheet with 
±10° variation from the fiber orientations 0° 

and 90°, Vf=30%. 

Figure 132 Oriented CF ”organo” sheet with 
±20° variation from the fiber orientations 0° 

and 90°, Vf=30%. 
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6.2.3 Conclusions 

It is possible to know the direction for the highest and lowest E-module up to a certain 

spread(around 30°) from the govern directions for an oriented “organo sheet” but there will 

not be a notable improvement of the evenness of the distribution of the E-module.  

 

7 Mechanical testing random “organo sheets” 
Mechanical tests were performed on the laminates made in section 5.3.2.6 to evaluate their 

mechanical properties, compare them with the simulations in section 6.1 and also compare 

them with properties made of others, see section 3.10 and 3.11. 

 

7.1 Tension test 

In plane tension test of three different plates were performed to evaluate how important 

randomization is for E-module- and strength- evenness, comparison between MaPP and PP 

matrix and of course performance of the developed laminate.  

 

7.1.1 Experiment set up 

The tensile tests were performed with an Instron test machine with a standard 30 kN load cell 

according to ASTM D3039/D3039M-14, the standard test method for tensile properties of 

polymer matrix composite materials. 

Tensile testing was performed by subjecting a specimen with a constant rectangular cross 

section to a force subjected from the grips which moved away from each other at the 

constant speed 0,5mm/s until specimen failure. Time(s), position (mm), Load (kN) and strain 

(mm) was recorded under the load cycle. The strain was measured over specimen length on 

one side of the specimen with a 50mm Instron extensometer. 

The width of the specimens was chosen to 30mm which is 2 times the width of the tape 

pieces used to create the plates. Minimum required length according to ASTM 

D3039/D3039M-14 is gripping + 2 times width + gage length. This was chosen to 180mm 

(P
a)

 

Figure 134 Oriented CF ”organo” sheet with 
±45° variation from the fiber orientations 0° 

and 90°, Vf=30%. 

Figure 133 Oriented CF ”organo” sheet with 
±30° variation from the fiber orientations 0° 

and 90°, Vf=30%. 

(P
a)
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because of limitations in material amount. 40mm was elected as gripping length to keep the 

measuring length long and not require to high clamping force. Gage length was 50mm. This 

gives 25mm between gage and grips on each side and since length of tape pieces was 

22mm this should be enough to delete matrix/fiber adhesion influenced by clamping. Tipex 

was painted on the specimen where the gage was installed to prevent sliding, see Figure 

135. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 135 Tensile testing installation with the extensometer attached with rubber bands. 

 

Specimen used for this test was cut out from three of the plates (4, 5 and 7) manufactured 

and described in section 5.3.2.6. The specimens were cut out from the plate regarding to the 

sketch showed in Figure 136 with at least 15 mm cut away from each side of the plate to 

prevent edge effects from molding. Cutting was made with a band-saw with a pretty fine 

toothed saw blade. To prevent fraying while cutting a 1 mm Polyamide plate was put 

underneath, see Figure 136. Shown in the same picture to the right is how each specimen 

was lightly polished on the edges with P240 sandpaper to remove frays and lose material. It 

was important to not polish so hard that specimen shape was modified or that handwork 

made difference bigger between the different specimens, therefore specimen edges was left 

a bit rough. Specimen thickness and width was measured at three places inside the gage 

length so the average value of both could be used in calculations. More information about the 

test equipment and the environment can be found in appendix D. 
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Figure 136 To the left specimen cutout in a fine toothed band-saw with a white Polyamide plate 

underneath. Center picture shows cutout scheme before splitting and trimming. Picture to the right 

shows a light polish of the edges with P240 sandpaper. 

 

7.1.2 Results and discussion 

The most important use of this test is to get numbers of how much the property differs for 

different amount of layers. This result is needed in the evaluation of how important the tape 

distribution is for the different randomization methods evaluated in section 5.2.3. 

Comparison between the two matrices MaPP and PP should be used only as an indication 

because different fibers were used and especially due to the fact that an epoxy binder was 

used to manufacture the MaPP tape.  

The results are not valid to evaluate the properties in different directions and that was never 

the aim because layup angle and placement differences are already evaluated in section 

5.2.3. The test standard ASTM D3039/D3039M-14 requires 5 samples from each 

investigated direction. This is not feasibly for these materials if not very large specimens are 

used, the measuring area need to be so large that the theoretical results are considered as 

the same for all 5 samples. To get a satisfying result especially to support the investigation of 

differences in properties for the same laminate was 7 samples cut out according to Figure 

136, 3 tests in 0°, 3 in 90° and 1 in 45°.  

Some specimens cracked outside the length measured by the gauge and should be 

excluded and redone according to ASTM D3039/D3039M-14. But because of the lack of 

material and the fact that E-module is measured before these cracks arise is all 

measurements considered in the conclusions. This can also be seen in the stress/strain 

diagrams Figure 137 to Figure 139, if strain lowers while movement of the clamping head 

doesn’t lower than the crack emerges outside the strain gage because of unload of the 

material inside the gage.  

A Matlab code was performed to handle the data files from the executed tests, see appendix 

E. Ultimate tensile strength was calculated by divide the maximum measured force with the 

cross sectional area of the specimen. Three of the specimens cracked close or inside the 

clamping area and these measurements are not approved and therefore not marked with 

green text in Table 12 to Table 14 but inside the gage the material have at least the same 

strength as the measured ones. Corresponding ultimate strain which is measured at 

maximum force by the extensometer is only valid if the crack is inside extensometer range, 
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the approved numbers are marked with green in Table 12 to Table 14 and the black could 

not be used because that is not maximum values.  

E-module (Tensile Chord Modulus of Elasticity) was calculated in the strain range 25 to 50% 

of ultimate strain by 𝐸 =  
∆𝜎

∆𝜀
. According to ASTM D3039/D3039M-14 all specimens that crack 

outside the gauge measuring range should be excluded. The E-module numbers in Table 12 

to Table 14 can be used in this work as long as no sliding of the gauge develops inside the 

strain range 25 to 50% of ultimate strain while loading. The curves in Figure 137 to Figure 

139 do not show any signs of sliding until just before maximum load.   

Table 12 Results for tension test of ~2,86mm thick plate made of CF/PP tape pieces with theoretical tape 
thickness 0,187 mm and Vf = 26%, see section 5.3.2.6.4. Specimen ID color refers to line color in Figure 
137. Numbers with green text refers to passed tests according to the test standard ASTM D3039/D3039M-
14. 

Specimen ID 
Cutout 

direction 
Strength 

[MPa] 
Strain at 

max stress 

E-
module 
[GPa] Comment 

Plate 4, 
specimen 0_1 0 28,5116 0,004064 9,6568 Crack inside extensometer 

Plate 4, 
specimen 0_2 0 33,3021 0,003656 10,0682 

Crack at extensometer upper 
attachment 

Plate 4, 
specimen 0_3 0 42,7609 0,003392 13,7949 Crack at lower clamp 

Plate 4, 
specimen 

90_1 90 50,7902 0,005769 10,6265 Crack inside extensometer 

Plate 4, 
specimen 

90_2 90 37,4526 0,002721 15,1779 Crack below extensometer 

Plate 4, 
specimen 

90_3 90 28,0525 0,002261 14,024 Crack below extensometer 

Plate 4, 
specimen 

45_1 45 43,9272 0,005129 12,4256 
Crack inside extensometer, 

backside below 

Average 
 

37,83 0,003856 12,25 
 Average for 

passed tests 
 

37,01 0,0049873 10,90 
Only results with green text 

included 
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Figure 137 Stress/strain diagram for tension test of ~2,86mm thick plate made of CF/PP tape pieces with 
theoretical tape thickness 0,187 mm and Vf = 26%, see section 5.3.2.6.4. 

 

Table 13 Results for tension test of ~2,87mm thick plate made of 0,090 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) 
tape pieces with Vf = 20%, see 5.3.2.6.4. Specimen ID color refers to line color in Figure 138. Numbers with 
green text refers to passed tests according to the test standard ASTM D3039/D3039M-14. 

Specimen ID 
Cutout 

direction 
Strength 

[MPa] 

Strain at 
max 

stress 

E-
module 
[GPa] Comment 

Plate 5, 
specimen 0_1 0 72,1901 0,003471 18,2157 Crack over extensometer 

Plate 5, 
specimen 0_2 0 74,2183 0,004111 17,9007 

Crack at extensometer upper 
attachment 

Plate 5, 
specimen 0_3 0 85,3842 0,006969 14,7943 

Crack over and under upper 
extensometer attachment 

Plate 5, 
specimen 90_1 90 78,9447 0,005773 14,6682 

Front crack inside extensometer 
and backside over 

Plate 5, 
specimen 90_2 90 73,3533 0,008107 13,2813 Crack inside extensometer 

Plate 5, 
specimen 90_3 90 78,3368 0,004622 17,3066 

Crack over and under upper 
extensometer attachment 

Plate 5, 
specimen 45_1 45 78,225 0,006762 12,9806 

Crack inside extensometer (almost 
thru under attachment) 

Average 
 

77,24 0,005687 15,59 
 Average for 

passed tests 
 

77,24 0,006880 13,64 
  

 

Figure 138 Stress/strain diagram for tension test of ~2,87mm thick plate made of 0,090 mm thick CF/(90% 
PP + 10% MaPP) tape pieces with Vf = 20%, see 5.3.2.6.4. 
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Table 14 Results for tension test of ~1,92mm thick plate made of 0,090 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) 
tape pieces with Vf = 20%, see 5.3.2.6.4. Specimen ID color refers to line color in Figure 139. Numbers with 
green text refers to passed tests according to the test standard ASTM D3039/D3039M-14. 

Specimen ID 
Cutout 

direction 
Strength 

[MPa] 

Strain at 
max 

stress 

E-
module 
[GPa] Comment 

Plate 7, 
specimen 0_1 0 69,0765 0,004983 14,8203 Crack inside extensometer 

Plate 7, 
specimen 0_2 0 65,762 0,006989 10,748 

Crack at lower extensometer 
attachment 

Plate 7, 
specimen 0_3 0 75,4871 0,007923 10,7461 

Crack inside extensometer (almost 
thru under attachment) 

Plate 7, 
specimen 90_1 90 91,3264 0,008811 12,9323 Crack inside extensometer 

Plate 7, 
specimen 90_2 90 66,7606 0,003824 16,0547 Crack at upper clamp 

Plate 7, 
specimen 90_3 90 65,8591 0,004019 15,1417 Crack at upper clamp 

Plate 7, 
specimen 45_1 45 71,144 0,007969 12,1299 Crack inside extensometer 

Average 
 

72,20 0,006359 13,22 
 Average for 

passed tests 
 

74,56 0,007421 12,66 
  

 

Figure 139 Stress/strain diagram for tension test of ~1,92mm thick plate made of 0,090 mm thick CF/(90% 
PP + 10% MaPP) tape pieces with Vf = 20%, see 5.3.2.6.4. 

 

7.1.3 Conclusions 

 Average tension E-modulus of the laminates were raised ~27% when the thicker 

CF/PP tape were changed to the thinner CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) tape despite 6% 

lower Vf and the fact that  3% binder was included in the CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) 

tape. 

 There was a tendency that the E-module had a higher spread with the laminate with 

fewer layers but not enough to draw any conclusion.  

o The 31,9 layers and 2,87 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate E-

module varied ±17%  

o The 21,3 layers and 1,92 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate E-

module varied from –19% to +21%  
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 E-modules for laminates made of CF/PP tape and CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) tape 

were both developed experimentally. Those E-modules were in the simulated range 

from section 6.1 but the laminates made of CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) tapes were 

closer to the midpoint of the range while the E-module for the laminate made of 

CF/PP tapes were placed in the lower half of the range. 

o For the CF/PP laminate with 15,3 layers and a total thickness of 2,86 mm, the 

E-module according to simulation results in appendix C were expected to be 

in the range 3,1-37,4 GPa and the E-module values in Table 12 are in the 

lower half of this range. Average experimental E-module is 40% below the 

midpoint of the simulated range. 

o For the CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate with 31,9 layers and a total 

thickness of 2,87 mm, the E-module, according to simulation results in 

appendix C, were expected to be in the range of 7,7-25,7 GPa and the E-

module values in Table 13 are close to the midpoint of the simulated range. 

Average experimental E-module is 7% below the midpoint of the simulated 

range. 

o For the CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate with 21,3 layers and a total 

thickness of 1,92 mm, the E-module according to simulations results in 

appendix C, were expected to be in the range of 4,8-28,1 GPa and the most of 

the E-module values in Table 14 are a bit below the midpoint of the simulated 

range. Average experimental E-module is 20% below the midpoint of the 

simulated range. 

 The E-module reached by the Japanese consortium METI is reachable if higher Vf of 

the prepreg tapes would be used. 

o The Japanese consortium METI reached a E-modulus of ~38 GPa with Vf  = 

~55% and about 60 layers, see Figure 15, which is 13 % below the midpoint 

of the simulated range presented in appendix C. 

 Better matrix fiber adhesion doubles the experimented strength when material is 

changed from CF/PP to CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP). 

 The highest average strength 77,24 MPa for the experiment with CF/(90% PP + 10% 

MaPP) laminate is much lower compared with the ~400MPa strength presented by 

Japanese consortium METI, see Figure 14. This big difference could be caused by 

the much lower experimented Vf, 20% compared with ~55% or from better matrix fiber 

adhesion in the Japanese project. 

 

7.2 Bending test 

Bending test of two different plates was performed to evaluate the difference in bending 

properties for CF/PP, CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) and different amount of layers. It’s also of 

interest to see if an evenly load distribution in the laminate is as important for bending as it is 

for tension. 

 

7.2.1 Experiment set up 

The bending tests were performed according to ASTM-D790 – 10, the standard test methods 

for flexural properties of unreinforced and reinforced plastics and electrical insulating 
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materials. In this test standard, a bar of constant rectangular cross section rest on two 

supports loaded midway between the supports by a loading nose, see Figure 140. Specimen 

shall be deflected until rapture occurs in the outer faces but in this case deflection continued 

until the force was halved. The extra deflection was done to get an idea of how specimen 

with different number of layers and how another matrix/fiber adhesion behaves after 

breaking.  

Specimen size will normally be sized with thickness as starting point but because of the 

irregular layup with relatively big tape pieces the width was chosen to 30 mm i.e. width of two 

tape pieces widths. According to ASTM-D790 – 10 specimen widths shall not exceed one 

fourth of the support span for specimens greater than 3.2 mm in depth, therefore support 

span was chosen to 120 mm.  According to ASTM-D790 – 10 the support span should be 16 

(tolerance ±1) times the depth which is not fulfilled in this case because 120 mm support 

span gives 33-42 as corresponding proportion. Specimen thickness and width was measured 

at three places inside the loaded length so the average value of both could be used in 

calculations.    

The speed according to the test standard was due to operator mistake not fulfilled either 

because the speed of the cross head was set to 2,04 mm/min instead of the requested 6,70 

mm/min for the thicker plates and 8,16 mm/min for the thinner plates, because cross head 

speed is depending of the straining rate of the outer fibers.  

Testing machine and load cell was the same ones as used in section 7.1. Also the cutout and 

polish of the specimens was performed in the same way as described in section 7.1 with the 

exception of different cutout places in the plates, see Figure 141. Specimen thickness and 

width was measured at three places between the supports so the average value of both 

could be used in calculations 

 

Figure 140 Bending test of a CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) specimen. 
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7.2.2 Results and discussion 

A Matlab code was performed to handle the data files from the executed tests, see appendix 

F.  

An approximated formula for flexural stress for beams tested at large support spans was 

used because support span 120mm was used in this case which gives a support span ratio 

of 33-42 (support span length divided with specimen thickness). This approximation was 

used because large support span-to-depth ratios develop significant end forces at the 

support noses which will affect the moment in a simple supported beam. The approximated 

formula is:  

𝜎𝑓  =  (3𝑃𝐿/2𝑏𝑑2)[1 + 6(𝐷/𝐿)2 –  4(𝑑/𝐿)(𝐷/𝐿)] 

Where: 

σf = stress in the outer fibers at midpoint, MPa   

P = load at a given point on the load-deflection curve, N 

L = support span, mm  

b = width of beam tested, mm  

d = depth of beam tested, mm 

D = deflection of the centerline of the specimen at the middle of the support span which in 

this case is approximated to load head displacement, mm 

 

Flexural strength (σfM), maximum flexural stress sustained by the test specimen was 

calculated with the equation above with P = maximum measured force, see Table 15 and 

Table 16 for results. 

Tangent modulus of elasticity (Eb) also called flexural modulus, is the ratio, within the elastic 

limit, of stress to corresponding strain. It is calculated by drawing a tangent to the steepest 

Figure 141 Cutout sketch with the four specimen cutouts lighter than the surroundings. 
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initial straight-line portion of the load-deflection curve, see Figure 142 and Figure 143. In this 

case was the straight-line chosen to the forces 5 kN and 120 kN and corresponding 

deflections measured from the load head displacement to get m the slope of the tangent.  

𝐸𝑏 = 𝐿3𝑚/4𝑏𝑑3 

Where: 

Eb = modulus of elasticity in bending, MPa 

L = support span, mm  

b = width of beam tested, mm  

d = depth of beam tested, mm  

m = slope of the tangent to the initial straight-line portion of the load-deflection curve, N/mm 

of deflection 

 

The average results for flexural strength and flexural modulus should not be used as 

accurate values for these materials because of the few tests made and the fact that 

orthotropic materials require several tests. But to get a hint of the requested spread of 

bending properties in each plate and as a first comparison between the two plates this will be 

enough. 

 

Table 15 Results for bending test of ~3,58mm thick plate made of CF/PP tape pieces with theoretical tape 
thickness 0,187 mm and Vf = 26%, see section 5.3.2.6.4. Specimen ID color refers to line color in Figure 
142. 

Specimen 
ID. 

Thickness 
[mm] 

Flexural 
strength 
[MPa] 

Flexural 
modulus 

[GPa] 

Specific 
flexural 

modulus 
(3√E/ρ) 

Specific 
flexural 
strength 
(√σ/ρ) Comment 

Plate 8, 
specimen 1 

right 3,62 78,25 8,21 

  
Crack far from center(about         

20 mm of) 

Plate 8, 
specimen 2 

right 3,64 94,85 9,18 

  

Crack about 5mm of center 

Plate 8, 
specimen 1 

left 3,54 66,68 6,82 

  
Crack about 10mm of 

center 

Plate 8, 
specimen 2 

left 3,52 81,34 7,34 

  Two separate 
cracks(biggest 25 mm left 
and smallest 20 mm right 

from center) 

Average 3,58 80,28 7,89 1,756167 7,903943 
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Figure 142 Force/deflection diagram to the left and stress/deflection to the right, both diagrams is 
bending test of ~3,58mm thick plate made of CF/PP tape pieces with theoretical tape thickness 0,187 mm 
and Vf = 26%, see section 5.3.2.6.4. 

 

Table 16 Results for bending test of ~2,94mm thick plate made of 0,090 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% 
MaPP) tape pieces with Vf = 20%, see 5.3.2.6.4. Specimen ID color refers to line color in Figure 143. 

Specimen ID. 
Thickness 

[mm] 

Flexural 
strength 
[MPa] 

Flexural  
modulus 

[GPa] 

Specific 
flexural 

modulus 
(3√E/ρ) 

Specific 
flexural 
strength 
(√σ/ρ) Comment 

Plate 6, specimen 
1 right 2,86 91,03 6,66 

  Crack in the center of 
the beam ±5mm 

Plate 6, specimen 
2 right 2,85 89,19 7,31 

  Crack in the center of 
the beam ±5mm 

Plate 6, specimen 
1 left 3,03 95,72 6,36 

  Crack far from 
center(about 25 mm 

of) 

Plate 6, specimen 
2 left 3,01 97,06 7,08 

  Crack in the center of 
the beam ±5mm 

Average 2,94 93,25 6,85 1,75523 8,92477 
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Figure 143 Force/deflection diagram to the left and stress/deflection to the right, both diagrams is 
bending test of ~2,94mm thick plate made of 0,090 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) tape pieces with Vf 
= 20%, see 5.3.2.6.4. 

 

7.2.3 Conclusions 

 The flexural stiffness didn’t rise by changing from the thicker CF/PP tape to the 

thinner CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP)  tape which according to section 7.1.3 have better 

matrix fiber adhesion. 

 The spread of the flexural stiffness’s were compressed by the change from the thicker 

CF/PP tape to the thinner CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP)  tape.  

o  The 32,7 layers and 2,94 mm thick CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate E-

module varied ±7%  

o The 19,1 layers and 3,58 mm thick CF/PP laminate E-module varied from –

14% to +16%  

 Average specific bending stiffness for experimented CFRTP laminate is ~27% lower 

than the Japanese consortium METIs goals for quasi isotropic CFRTP laminates but 

~17% higher than aluminum.   

o Average specific bending stiffness of the 32,7 layers and 2,94 mm thick 

CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate is 1,75523 

o Average specific bending stiffness of the 19,1 layers and 3,58 mm thick 

CF/PP laminate is 1,756167 

o The Japanese consortium NEDO goals for quasi isotropic CFRTP specific 

bending stiffness is 2,4, see Table 2. 

o Aluminum specific bending stiffness is 1,5, see Table 2. 

 Average specific bending strength for experimented CFRTP laminate is 47-54% lower 

than the Japanese consortium MET s goals for quasi isotropic CFRTP laminates but 

64-86% higher than aluminum.   

o Average specific bending strength of the 32,7 layers and 2,94 mm thick 

CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminate is 8,92477 

o Average specific bending strength of the 19,1 layers and 3,58 mm thick CF/PP 

laminate is 7,903943 

o The Japanese consortium NEDO goals for quasi isotropic CFRTP specific 

bending strength is 17, see Table 2. 
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o Aluminum specific bending strength is 4,8, see Table 2. 

 The same flexural stiffness as the tension E-module is not reached in these 

experiments but it’s roughly the same difference between the CF/(90% PP + 10% 

MaPP) laminate as the Japanese consortium METI have between their flexural 

stiffness goal and their measured tension E-module. 

o For CF/PP laminates is the average flexural modulus is 36% lower than the E-

modulus in tension  

o For CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) laminates is the average flexural modulus is 

56% lower than the E-modulus in tension  

o For the Japanese consortium METI is the target flexural modulus 39% lower 

than their measured E-modulus in tension, see Table 2 and Figure 15 

 

8 Conclusions 
The focus of this thesis work was to investigate how CF composite structures can be made 

at a cost and manufacturing speed conducive to high volume automotive production. In the 

progress of testing and analyzing results for this thesis work the following conclusions can be 

drawn:  

 

 Lamination of dry spread CF tows with TP film is not possible with a belt press with 

only two pressure barrels because the heat is applied without pressure and the film 

will therefore shrink while heating.  

 

 “Falling pieces from height” is a satisfying method for randomization and “pieces 

falling from height in individual pipes” improves the distribution of tape pieces over the 

laminate width.  

 

 Belt press is a satisfying method to make “organo sheets” but longer heating and 

cooling time is necessary to create “organo sheets” thicker than ~1mm. 

 

 A close press is satisfying for final part pressing. To save time it is necessary to 

preheat the “organo sheets” by for example ir-heating and have a carrier to make the 

moving to a cooled press possible for the hot “organo sheet”. 

 

 The scale up to the of VCC estimated production should not be a very big challenge 

to consolidate the “organo sheets” but the tape manufacturing and tape cutting 

require more and/or faster machines. 

 

 The change from CF/PP to CF/(90% PP + 10% MaPP) doubles tensile strength, rises 

tensile stiffness and bending strength while flexural stiffness are almost unchanged.  

 

 The created material can be of use where tension stiffness is the govern property but 

weight would be lowered even more if higher Vf were used. Adjustments of matrix 

fiber adhesion and/or Vf is needed to be done to rise tension strength, bending 
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strength and bending stiffness to meet the goals placed of the Japanese consortium 

METI for quasi isotropic CFRTP materials. 

 

 It’s possible to lower the spread of mechanical properties in different directions with 

randomized spread tape pieces laminate but it’s hard to get a proper quasi isotropic 

laminate.  

 

 Oriented “organo sheets” can be preferred if the properties needs to be more 

accurate known and/or extra high in the govern directions. 

 

Moving forward in taking randomized spread tow tape pieces “organo sheets” into production 

it is important to investigate the patent situation closer. It is also of importance to do further 

investigation of properties of flowed material for the possibility to include nut inserts and to 

create ribs by letting the material flow. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A 

Initiate questions with answers from VCC mail correspondence  

Hej Magnus, 

 

Svar (=>) på dina frågor nedan, från 3 olika personer.  

 

1. Användningsområde 

a. Till vilka fordonkomponenter kan ni tänka er att använda materialet: interiör, exteriör, 

strukturellt, lastbärande, självbärande och/eller kåpor? 

 1. PrePreg- Framförallt för strukturella/lastbärande komponenter.  

 2. Vad är semi kort, helt olika för en som jobbar med formsprutat eller en som 

jobbar med strukturella kompositer: För mig beroende detta helt beroende av val 

av fiber halt och matris material, men allt lastbärande och semi strukturella (sedan 

är lastbärande och strukturellt samma sak) om inte väldigt låga halter då kanske 

interiör men det finns bättre fibrer för det. 

b. Kommer materialet framförallt inriktas mot styvhet eller hållfasthetsdimensionerande 

strukturer? 

 1. Styvhet – hållfasthet energiupptagning  i den prio-ordningen 

 2. Så länge simuleringen brister i energiupptagning, när möjligheten för 

bra/korrekta beräkningar tror jag energiupptagning kommer bli mycket intressant 

2. Material 

a. Vilket/vilka material använder ni framförallt idag till de tilltänkta detaljerna? 

 Stål (& aluminium) 

b. För de nya materialen, kan du sätta minimisiffror på krav på egenskaper så som 

styvhet, styrka, temperaturtålighet, utmattning, formbarhet, UV-tålighet, smälttemp 

o.s.v.? 

 3. Komponenter tillverkade i dessa material måste självklart tåla de 

formningsprocesser som kommer att tillämpas. Jag ser också att 

tilläggsprocesser, (typ pågjutning av ribbor, skruvbossar mm.) kommer att vara 

nödvändigt för att öka integration och därmed konkurrenskraft. 

 3. Komponenter i dessa material måste fungera i vår BOP. Högsta temperatur där 

200°C om montering i A-fabrik. Komponeter och material måste tåla 

processkemikalier, lack ock lösningsmedel, vara limbart et.c 

 3. Slutligen måste materialet fungera i kundmiljö. Kraven varierat från komponent 

till komponent, men i stort -40°C till 105°C (varmare i motorrum och nära 

avgassystem), Kemikalier (olja, drivmedel, kylvätska m.m), UV-ljus om synligt, 

hög och låg fuktnivå osv. 

c. Vill ni endast ha material som är isotropa i planet eller kan material med ökad 

styvhet/styrka i någon/några riktningar vara mer intressant? 



 1+2. Både isotropa & riktade egenskaper, beroende på komponentkrav 

(höga=riktade), kostnader (låga=isotropa) & utmaningar med 

dimensionering/verifiering (lätare=isotropa)  

 2. Håller inte med för dyra material för att jobba med dem som isotropa när de kan 

användas effektivare… 

d. Hur värderas miljövänlig tillverkning och avfallshantering/återvinning in i ert arbete 

med CFRTP? 

 1. Mycket högt: Totala LCA-analysen måste visa på lägre belastning än 

Aluminium. Internt producerat ”skrot” måste kunna återanvändas 

 3. Låg komponentvikt (låg transporterad vikt)  överväger i LCA. Låg total 

materialförbrukning mkt viktigt emedan för en CRFP komponent den totala 

materialåtgången är en lejonpart av komponetpriset. 

e. Vilka egenskaper vill ni förbättra och vilka fördelar ger det färdig produkt? 

 1. Reducerad vikt. Effektivare konstruktioner (mindre utrymmeskrävande). Lägre 

investeringar. Större flexibilitet (kopplat till lägre investeringar). Skalbara lösningar 

(kopplat till geometri) och större bandbredd på lösningar (kopplat till egenskaper) 

f. Vilka material anser du kunna utmana CFRTP för de i förra frågan nämnda 

egenskaper? 

 1. GFRP 

 3. Tveksamt till föregående svar integration och kost JA! men inte reducera vikt, 

dessutom väldigt tjocka stora (geometriskt för att klara egenskapskraven då 

material styvheten är så låg) 

g. Vad tror/önskar ni att CFRTP ska förbättra förutom vikt? 

 1. Se ovan ((e) samt: VCCs innovativa image 

3. Gällande kostnad 

a. Vad är ert riktmål i pris/kg för att introducera CFRTP i fordon?  

 1. TBD => (totalkost utslagen per tillverkad komponent i nivå med aluminum) 

b. Vad räknar ni med att ett är ett sparat kilo är värt per kilometer? (SEK/km) 

 TBD  

4. Materielleverans (om ni väljer att värmeforma artiklarna själva) 

a. Vilken tjocklek vore optimal på organo sheetet? (alternativt böjstyvhets 

minimumvärde, uppvärmningstid etc.)  

 TBD 

b. Om ark eller rulle önskas; längd och breddspecifikationer? (Varianter?) 

 1. TBD 

 2. Skräddarsytt så lång det går för att minska scrap 

c. Hypotetisk förbrukningsvolym? (Ton/år basis för att kunna dimensionera 

tillverkningstekniker och råmaterialuppsäkring) 

 1. TBD => (idag visar lättviktskonceptet 25 vikts% kompositer & med 50% av 

dessa i CFRP med PrePreg för 50% av flottan blir det isåfall 20kg/bilx400’ = 

8000ton/år) 

Jag glömde fråga om ni har fler projekt med kolfiber/termoplast igång och i så fall vad är 

anledningen till att det inte är implementerat redan idag? (hög kostnad, långsam 

tillverkning/formning, dålig tillgång på kolfiber, något steg i processen som inte lösts eller 

behöver förbättras o.s.v.) 



 1. Ja. Industriellt omogen teknik (konstruktion, dimensionering, virtuella 
metoder….effektiv tillverkning) & kostnader  

MVH 

 
Kaj Fredin  

 

Manager 

Strategy, Concepts and Advanced Engineering. Painted Body & Closures 

Volvo Car Corporation 

Dept. 93720/PVÖSN 23  

SE-405 31 Göteborg  

Sweden  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B 

Matlab code for simulations of properties for random/sandwich layup 

 



Appendix C 

Results from simulations of mechanical properties for randomized plates with different amount of layers 

 

 
 

 

Vf 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2

Number of layers 1 10 20 21 30 32 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Thickness of layers 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Total thickness 0,05 0,5 1 1,05 1,5 1,6 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8

Min E 1,5391 2,9186 4,647 4,8001 7,0376 7,6877 8,2936 9,2813 8,0767 9,5194 9,1158 10,2139 10,833 11,4878 10,8748 12,3417 12,0236 12,3243 11,4007

Max E 46,8852 29,4036 27,0874 28,096 28,4851 25,6647 23,244 25,9568 23,1497 22,841 23,6238 21,0718 21,4284 20,8249 21,5235 21,2937 21,4439 21,5055 20,7805

Standard deviation Emin 0 2,3827 2,0237 2,2007 1,9547 1,5585 1,616 1,492 1,2472 1,1079 1,1131 1,0939 0,9265 0,9254 0,8963 0,7063 0,8832 0,8078 0,9014

Min G 0,6242 1,4602 2,6554 2,9214 3,4158 3,3489 3,6199 4,3112 3,893 4,5688 4,5358 4,195 4,8222 4,7418 5,1039 5,1354 4,9752 5,2261 4,8808

Max G 1,5374 9,3839 8,4125 8,1908 8,2687 8,1051 7,9234 8,0845 7,7295 7,6204 7,6185 7,3681 7,3975 7,6524 7,3555 7,2515 7,2787 7,0982 7,247

Standard deviation Gmin 0 0,831 0,6754 0,5856 0,5776 0,5201 0,49 0,4046 0,43 0,2876 0,361 0,2707 0,306 0,2772 0,2689 0,2225 0,244 0,1982 0,2512

Vf 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26

Number of layers 1 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Thickness of layers 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Total thickness 0,05 0,5 0,75 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8

Min E 1,6625 2,5354 3,1256 4,1571 6,9772 11,2881 11,2535 10,3683 13,9342 13,6019 13,7643 14,144 15,4372 14,5309 14,5361 14,57 15,624 15,1644

Max E 60,7138 39,4572 37,3808 35,0236 33,6931 32,463 29,9245 28,4488 29,0378 28,1042 29,3583 28,2134 27,1815 27,391 26,6653 27,8694 28,2079 28,5058

Standard deviation Emin 0 3,344 3,4311 2,9565 2,5129 1,8715 1,7255 1,6164 1,4192 1,4113 1,3106 1,1983 1,0763 1,1261 1,0282 1,1726 1,1515 1,1122

Min G 0,6744 1,7098 2,3293 2,845 3,7169 5,2096 5,491 5,2692 6,1501 5,945 5,9108 6,1548 6,1094 6,5523 6,2919 6,2361 6,3947 6,6465

Max G 1,6758 12,0827 10,6488 11,079 10,7601 10,5778 10,1168 9,668 9,5844 9,7326 9,5921 9,432 9,6638 9,2463 9,4668 9,3186 9,3072 9,2357

Standard deviation Gmin 0 1,2474 1,1198 0,9651 0,7569 0,5956 0,4739 0,4621 0,3571 0,4242 0,4561 0,3676 0,3461 0,2912 0,3318 0,2962 0,3279 0,273

Vf 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3

Number of layers 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Thickness of layers 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Total thickness 0,05 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8

Min E 1,7565 2,2024 6,3523 11,4583 11,1932 10,2497 14,2192 15,8365 15,4372 15,7407 16,6905 16,4655 17,7319 16,1837 18,1136 16,4758 16,9805

Max E 69,6008 45,0614 42,8148 36,2268 37,1047 33,1748 33,7503 32,3752 31,3563 31,8794 32,5552 30,0712 31,085 30,4153 31,7017 32,4618 31,0288

Standard deviation Emin 0 4,1884 2,9797 2,2053 2,1835 2,1975 1,859 1,4787 1,728 1,2965 1,421 1,2957 1,3031 1,343 1,1997 1,2601 1,365

Min G 0,7126 1,6157 3,2874 5,2733 5,7349 5,5174 6,2716 6,759 7,0098 6,8822 6,9603 7,1953 7,3133 6,9644 7,6195 7,5545 7,2283

Max G 1,7768 12,2111 11,8803 12,4366 11,2878 11,304 11,1091 11,3549 10,93 10,6843 10,6606 10,9545 10,8798 10,8364 10,4666 10,6154 10,7017

Standard deviation Gmin 0 1,4816 0,9759 0,7026 0,6336 0,6241 0,5587 0,4953 0,4576 0,4161 0,3849 0,4049 0,3809 0,3994 0,3545 0,3455 0,3526

100 random operations over all 180⁰, Ef=230GPa, vf=0,3, Vf=0,2, Em=1,3GPa, vm=0,45,Vm=0,7, layer thickness 0,05mm



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vf 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47 0,47

Number of layers 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Thickness of layers 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Total thickness 0,05 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8

Min E 2,3134 4,9862 6,9966 14,1188 17,963 20,9712 21,3947 23,8615 26,0476 25,2672 24,4109 26,6197 25,7044 26,9029 25,4732 27,5641 28,0556

Max E 108,4807 68,4296 72,969 57,7223 55,6667 52,086 55,653 51,1123 48,2902 48,5321 50,1949 50,6486 48,9927 46,793 49,0128 45,9993 46,6141

Standard deviation Emin 0 5,942 5,4862 4,2566 4,0114 3,1481 3,0126 2,3252 2,2056 2,481 2,5579 2,0725 2,3819 2,1704 1,9492 1,65 1,7198

Min G 0,9387 3,0426 3,9797 7,5368 8,23 9,4218 9,2036 10,707 10,0981 10,7336 10,665 11,2322 10,6814 11,2439 11,2849 11,6141 11,8176

Max G 2,3557 20,7983 19,0254 18,2779 17,7401 17,9002 17,5989 17,2716 17,6845 16,7051 16,9192 16,3273 16,745 16,7125 16,8467 16,2797 16,0835

Standard deviation Gmin 0 2,1541 1,7337 1,2865 1,0528 0,973 0,849 0,6919 0,716 0,7001 0,6326 0,5574 0,6504 0,6092 0,5161 0,5219 0,4938

Vf 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55

Number of layers 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Thickness of layers 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Total thickness 0,05 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8

Min E 2,7196 3,8345 15,1128 19,6937 20,0257 23,301 26,2314 25,9282 27,9834 28,1189 28,1272 30,633 30,7755 30,8379 32,2257 33,4731 32,4034

Max E 127,0062 83,933 73,0229 71,5901 63,3544 63,421 61,0409 60,7245 61,5583 60,7723 56,6894 57,0267 55,8026 56,758 58,2432 54,0763 56,4867

Standard deviation Emin 0 7,3901 5,1603 4,9822 4,2317 3,4742 3,3436 3,2577 3,2388 3,1267 2,4873 2,6941 2,386 2,2816 2,4406 2,0904 1,9584

Min G 1,1035 2,4593 6,9981 7,988 7,628 10,9874 11,0651 11,5054 11,4178 12,6306 12,5211 12,0141 13,0026 13,1604 13,2338 13,575 13,7413

Max G 2,769 23,6538 22,5618 22,2598 20,8355 20,9608 20,4796 20,1839 20,4241 19,6535 19,8341 20,1456 19,2725 19,0644 19,1738 19,5465 18,6778

Standard deviation Gmin 0 2,9601 1,5145 1,5014 1,3811 1,0641 0,9911 0,9054 0,9756 0,8154 0,7334 0,6786 0,6946 0,6418 0,6659 0,539 0,5578
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Tension test 

Test date 2015-03-10 to 2015-03-11

Location Lightweight Structures laboratory at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Teknikringen 8, Stockholm

Name on operator Magnus Darvell

Specimen cutting method Band saw with fine toothed sawblade. 1mm thick PA plate under the plates.

Testing machine Instron 5567

Load cell Instron 2525-810 30 kN

Grips Instron , 0-50 mm wide, 0-60 mm deep 

Sample rate 10 Hz

Strain gauge Instron 2620-601 205210, dynamic, 50mm, calibrated by Monica Norrby 10/3

Temperature(Temp Time date) 23,1°C 14.10 10/3, 22,9°C 09.10 11/3, 23,2°C 14.00 11/3

Air humidity(humidity, time date) 53,3% 14.10 10/3, 49,5% 09.10 11/3, 50,5% 14.00 11/3

Speed 0,5 mm/s

Bending test 

Test date 2015-03-11 to 2015-03-12

Location Lightweight Structures laboratory at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Teknikringen 8, Stockholm

Name on operator Magnus Darvell

Specimen cutting method Band saw with fine toothed sawblade. 1mm thick PA plate under the plates.

Testing machine Instron 5567

Load cell Instron 2525-810 30 kN

Sample rate 10 Hz

Temperature(Temp Time date) 23,1°C 16.30 10/3, 23,0°C 09.30 12/3

Air humidity(humidity, time date) 52,1% 16.30 10/3, 50,1% 09.30 10/3

Speed 2,04 mm/min 



Appendix E 

 
Matlab code to handle results from tension tests 

 

clear all 

format short 

 

%E_module = []; 

  

%%%Read data%%% 

x0 = load ('PP 3mm 0_001.RAW'); 

y0 = load ('PP 3mm 0_002.RAW'); 

z0 = load ('PP 3mm 0_003.RAW'); 

 

x90 = load ('PP 3mm 90_001.RAW'); 

y90 = load ('PP 3mm 90_002.RAW'); 

z90 = load ('PP 3mm 90_003.RAW'); 

 

x45 = load ('PP 3mm 45_001.RAW'); 

 

 

 

%%%Plot stress/strain%%% 

 

figure % new figure 

ax1 = subplot(1,3,1); % top subplot 

ax2 = subplot(1,3,2); % middle subplot 

ax3 = subplot(1,3,3); % bottom subplot 

 

plot (ax1, x0(:,8),x0(:,6) , y0(:,8),y0(:,6) , z0(:,8),z0(:,6)) 

title(ax1,'0 degree') 

xlabel(ax1,'Strain[%]') 

ylabel(ax1,'Stress[MPa]') 

 

plot (ax2, x90(:,8),x90(:,6) , y90(:,8),y90(:,6) , z90(:,8),z90(:,6)) 

title(ax2,'90 degree') 

xlabel(ax2,'Strain[%]') 

ylabel(ax2,'Stress[MPa]') 

 

plot (ax3, x45(:,8),x45(:,6)) 

title(ax3,'45 degree') 

xlabel(ax3,'Strain[%]') 

ylabel(ax3,'Stress[MPa]') 

 

 

%%%Calculations%%% 

Max_stress = [max(x0(:,6)); max(y0(:,6)); max(z0(:,6)); max(x90(:,6)); max(y90(:,6)); max(z90(:,6)); max(x45(:,6))] 

stress25 = 0.25*Max_stress; 

stress50 = 0.5*Max_stress; 



 

 

%%%Pic out max strain%%% 

format long 

i=1; 

while x0(i,6) < Max_stress(1) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(1,1) = x0(i,8)*0.01; 

 

i=1; 

while y0(i,6) < Max_stress(2) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(2,1) = y0(i,8)*0.01; 

 

i=1; 

while z0(i,6) < Max_stress(3) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(3,1) = z0(i,8)*0.01; 

 

i=1; 

while x90(i,6) < Max_stress(4) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(4,1) = x90(i,8)*0.01; 

 

i=1; 

while y90(i,6) < Max_stress(5) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(5,1) = y90(i,8)*0.01; 

 

i=1; 

while z90(i,6) < Max_stress(6) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(6,1) = z90(i,8)*0.01; 

 

i=1; 

while x45(i,6) < Max_stress(7) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

strain_at_max_stress(7,1) = x45(i,8)*0.01 

 

 

 

 

%%%Pic out stress and strain and calculate E-modulus%%% 



format short 

i=1; j=1; 

while x0(i,6) <= stress25(1) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while x0(j,6) <= stress50(1) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(1,1) = (x0(j,6)-x0(i,6))/(x0(j,8)-x0(i,8))*10^8; % 10^8 because stress[MPa] and strain[%] 

 

i=1; j=1; 

while y0(i,6) <= stress25(2) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while y0(j,6) <= stress50(2) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(2,1) = (y0(j,6)-y0(i,6))/(y0(j,8)-y0(i,8))*10^8; 

 

i=1; j=1; 

while z0(i,6) <= stress25(3) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while z0(j,6) <= stress50(3) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(3,1) = (z0(j,6)-z0(i,6))/(z0(j,8)-z0(i,8))*10^8; 

 

i=1; j=1; 

while x90(i,6) <= stress25(4) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while x90(j,6) <= stress50(4) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(4,1) = (x90(j,6)-x90(i,6))/(x90(j,8)-x90(i,8))*10^8; 

 

i=1; j=1; 

while y90(i,6) <= stress25(5) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while y90(j,6) <= stress50(5) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(5,1) = (y90(j,6)-y90(i,6))/(y90(j,8)-y90(i,8))*10^8; 



 

i=1; j=1; 

while z90(i,6) <= stress25(6) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while z90(j,6) <= stress50(6) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(6,1) = (z90(j,6)-z90(i,6))/(z90(j,8)-z90(i,8))*10^8; 

 

i=1; j=1; 

while x45(i,6) <= stress25(7) 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

while x45(j,6) <= stress50(7) 

    j=j+1; 

end 

E_module(7,1) = (x45(j,6)-x45(i,6))/(x45(j,8)-x45(i,8))*10^8; 

 

E_module*10^-9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix F 

 
Matlab code to handle results from bending tests 

 

clear all 

format short 

% File matrix: Num, Time(s), Pos(mm), Pos(%), Load(N), Stress(MPa)  

L=100; %Span length[mm] 

b(1) = 29.66; %Specimen width 

t(1) = 3.62; %Specimen thickness 

b(2) = 29.91; 

t(2) = 3.64; 

b(3) = 29.95; 

t(3) = 3.54; 

b(4) = 30.08; 

t(4) = 3.52; 

width = b' 

thickness = t' 

 

%%%Read data%%% 

x1 = load ('8 PP hoger_001.RAW'); 

x2 = load ('8 PP hoger_002.RAW'); 

x3 = load ('8 PP vanster_001.RAW'); 

x4 = load ('8 PP vanster_002.RAW'); 

 

 

%%%Calculate flexural stress%%% 

flexuralstress1 = (3*x1(:,5)*L)/(2*b(1)*(t(1)^2)); 

flexuralstress2 = (3*x2(:,5)*L)/(2*b(2)*(t(2)^2)); 

flexuralstress3 = (3*x3(:,5)*L)/(2*b(3)*(t(3)^2)); 

flexuralstress4 = (3*x4(:,5)*L)/(2*b(4)*(t(4)^2)); 

 

Max_flexuralstress = [max(flexuralstress1); max(flexuralstress2); max(flexuralstress3); max(flexuralstress4)] 

 

 

%%%Pic out displacement for 5kN and 120kN%%% 

i=1;j=1; 

while x1(i,5) < 5 

    i=i+1; 

end 

while x1(j,5) < 120 

    j=j+1; 

end 

disp_5(1,1) = x1(i,3); 

force_5(1,1) = x1(i,5); 

disp_120(1,1) = x1(j,3); 

force_120(1,1) = x1(j,5); 

 

i=1;j=1; 



while x2(i,5) < 5 

    i=i+1; 

end 

while x2(j,5) < 120 

    j=j+1; 

end 

disp_5(2,1) = x2(i,3); 

force_5(2,1) = x2(i,5); 

disp_120(2,1) = x2(j,3); 

force_120(2,1) = x2(j,5); 

 

i=1;j=1; 

while x3(i,5) < 5 

    i=i+1; 

end 

while x3(j,5) < 120 

    j=j+1; 

end 

disp_5(3,1) = x3(i,3); 

force_5(3,1) = x3(i,5); 

disp_120(3,1) = x3(j,3); 

force_120(3,1) = x3(j,5); 

 

i=1;j=1; 

while x4(i,5) < 5 

    i=i+1; 

end 

while x4(j,5) < 120 

    j=j+1; 

end 

disp_5(4,1) = x4(i,3); 

force_5(4,1) = x4(i,5); 

disp_120(4,1) = x4(j,3); 

force_120(4,1) = x4(j,5); 

 

 

%%%Calculate the modulus of elasticity between 5kN and 120kN which is 

%%%inside the elasticyty span of the tests%%% 

for i=1:4 

m = (force_120(i,1)-force_5(i,1))/(disp_120(i,1)-disp_5(i,1)); %Tangent calculation 

Eb(i,1) = (((L^3)*m)/(4*b(i)*(t(i)^3)))*10^-3; 

end 

Eb 

 

 

%%%Plot stress/strain%%% 

figure % new figure 

ax1 = subplot(1,2,1); % left subplot 

ax2 = subplot(1,2,2); % right subplot 

 



plot (ax1 , x1(:,3),x1(:,5),'b' , x2(:,3),x2(:,5),'r' , x3(:,3),x3(:,5),'g' , x4(:,3),x4(:,5),'y') 

title(ax1, 'PP') 

xlabel(ax1, 'Position[mm]') 

ylabel(ax1, 'Force[N]') 

 

plot (ax2 , x1(:,3),flexuralstress1,'b' , x2(:,3),flexuralstress2,'r' , x3(:,3),flexuralstress3,'g' , 

x4(:,3),flexuralstress4,'y') 

title(ax2, 'PP') 

xlabel(ax2, 'Position[mm]') 

ylabel(ax2, 'Stress[MPa]') 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix G 

 
Time plan 

 

 
 

45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Planering

Förstudie/State of art >25/11

Tejptillverkning

Analys av tillverkningsprocess

Experiment

Laminattillverkning

Analys av tillverkningsprocess

Kapa tejpexperiment

Slumpa tejpbitar experiment

Laminerings experiment

Plattor klara Fredag

Hur skala upp till full produktion

Prestandaoptimering/Analys

Simulera spridningen av tejpbitar för olika mått

Analysera lamineringsprocesen

Simulera laminatets egenskaper 

Provning och provanalys av färdigt laminat

Slutrapportskrivning (intensiv)

Redovisningsförberedelse Redovisning


